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Yeshua  said  ‘from their actions  you will know them’   

 
y the end of the first part of the GUNS collection frustration and partial despair were beginning to win 
their insidious woven way around my id.       At the time the last pages were approaching: the culling of 
lines and images removed due to the pdf being too large, taking up too much room, knowing numerous 
 

 
 

 So, in this frame of  lack of mind, the real comments that should have been shown,  failed me.  

 Once more my lack of present wit had flown the coop. 

 I speak of the references made very briefly and printed without full explanation, that relate to this  article: 
 

MESSENGERS OF “CREATOR ENKI”
  article at endnotes

 
 

The reason for my knee-jerk reaction, one of anger and frustration at the contradictions of  those who were confronted  
by the visitors:  
 

 “First, they looked exactly like the Sumerians describe the Anunnaki” 
Devil’s Advocate Detail: and see the pdf forum 29 NORDICS 
What does “looks” have anything to do with the true perception? 
No one ever questions “would he/they have by any chance been other than they ʺappeared to be? ʺ  Just because of what they 
looked like? Keep in mind what the Anunnaki really are. They are from the invaded Pleiades star systems of Atlas and Alcyone 
 

 “Second, the Nordics arrived rather fast, almost out of nowhere”. 
Devil’s Advocate Detail: this is done using space-time. Beamed down. 
I admit, the “goodies” have been forced to manipulate space-time when visiting contacts (examples are Jim Sparks and myself)   
in order to avoid detection by the “baddies” of the Western Hemisphere  – yet the  craft  was described  in the article. 
           Jim never saw any craft and I saw no craft at the moment/s  of pick up. The same applied to Nostradamus on the 
numerous occasions he was picked up  - other than the ufo flap of Feb. 1st  i554 which had lasted for so long, over an hour -  
He described to us his method of visits in many of the quatrain and hidden quatrein lines, for instance: 
in 4 45 4 All dissolved, [Nostradamus]  one [??]  will be witness here. 1 29  Materialising in alienating docking bell  † continues

 

  “Their meeting was not scheduled: it was abrupt.”
Devil’s Advocate Detail:  
ʺwas attended by a “Wise Men” group of four members of civil society, that is, those who were not politiciansʺ.  
If the meeting “was abrupt and not scheduled”,  how come the representative ‘wise men’ were in attendance?” 
 

 like the Grays did, but from ʺWhat this clearly demonstrates is that they came not from deep in outer space,
within the Solar System.ʺ  (February 20th 1954) 
Devil’s Advocate Detail: Huh?  
What a presumption! Those from LyRa can “get to Earth in 20 Earth minutes” – from LyRa. This is what I was told.  
The Extra Dimensional (outside space-time)  Andromeda Council can do the same.  Jumping, they call it.  
Refer to early Alex Collier videos. 
 

ʺ We know that the Anunnaki are present on the Moon, Mars, Jupiter’s moon Ganymede, and Saturn’s moon Titan.ʺ 
Devil’s Advocate Detail: WHO do they think Valiant Thor,  from Venus,  is? See in this forum that he c+f+LEAVES  5 26 3 
The article may have been written prior to Valiant  Thor’s  visits from Venus. Yet they were aware of inhabited solar 
system planets in 1954. Including the moon? What did they think was going to happen in the July 1967 landing? 
Did no one relate this occasion at Muroc Airfield, along with Dwight Eisenhower, (1953 – 1961 tenure)  and later correlate  
the visits by Valiant Thor in March 1957, as being the same source visitors.   Simply because one looked more human? 
Answer: because of the manner of arrival. Valiant Thor arrived by various types of Vril craft – with no danger to 
themselves of being shot down.    Naturally the one thought that should have entered someone’s head never did.  
The Question of shape shifting and one lot of visitors being the same as the other. Good Cop – Bad Cop. 
At first Valiant Thor offered all the better things, such as the food we should eat in order to live longer. 
  

ʺ They could have scrambled from one of these locations at Enki’s electromagnetically relayed signal and with their 
superluminal spacecraft would have been on Earth in no time.ʺ 
Devil’s Advocate Detail:  
ʺsuperluminal spacecraftʺ ? how did they know this as a fact, arriving “out of nowhere”?  
This description does fit those in the GoldenCubes as their scout craft. The only problem we have learned about that –    
is that it is these very craft  which are being shot down by the Negatives of the Industrial Military Complex  already 
underneath. These ‘Nordics’  actually come from under Antarctica and are the Aryan of Hitler.    Their craft were not 
molested on arrival  BECAUSE  they are with the Negatives; which have been successful from Ɨ864 bringing down craft. 

 
more days were going to be needed to approach them properly;  postponed, because my inner self was plain 
worn out ... leaving me without clear thought. 

 

this collection includes the finding 

of the year the "i,I,ƚ,y & χ" prefix  

was  changed  to  a number "1" 

adding 1000 years 

Lou
Sticky Note
pg 19
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ʺThe Nordics were certainly messengers of Enki because they came in peace and were pro-mankind.ʺ 
Devil’s Advocate Detail: As did Valiant Thor. (Commander, lord of airways, frequencies, storms, & sacrificial smoke) 
–  who was actually EnLil. While writing this, I received an email from a person whose name appeared spontaneously in 
these texts saying to research NIMROD, that Valiant Thor is the same as Nimrod! Meaning as Moloch, verifying sacrifice 
as HIS, EnLil's purvue. This paradigm on its own tells us Those of YHWH/EnLil are the destroyers of life on our planet! 
Appearing to be pro-mankind – offering to share “safe” nuclear power, and showing WHERE the plants can be placed. 
By happenstance – all on tectonic fault lines. Since EnKi is “lord of Earth & Waters” this was a direct  snub of tectonic 
warfare in the making.  It is via frequencies that the Fukushima earthquake was conspired: one of the charges laid by Q    
Not forgetting the huge tsunami (of water) thereby using EnKi’s own tools against him in their duel. 
EnKi can play this game too, in the YELLOUUSTONE collection, there was advice that a strange easterly wind would be 
blowing during the eruption of Yellowstone, (FIRE/Moloch) sending much of the danger out to seaward.C+F+ 7 21 2 and  2 35 2 

(FIRE/Moloch) Fire at an Extinction Level Event has been used before – think Toba ca70,000 years ago 
 

Yet there  are other  deeper reasons for knowing none of these were really visitors related to EnKi. 
Devil’s Advocate Detail: 
EnKi was aware of the 1933 and earlier off world “treaties” – exchanging technology for men, or rather, DNA from ‘men’ 
and we (you and I) would have a fair idea of what EnKi would really have said and offered, (being the Geneticist who 
designed us as we are today), as a result of this knowledge, had it really been him or his emissaries.  
EnKi –E’Yah/Ra is part & parcel of the Hidden Texts giving us many alerts, hints & warnings. The very first pointer was 
the same directive Jesus provided: ʺyou will know Them by Their actionsʺ ... Facta non verba. The deeds, not the words. 
Another of the hints was in the forum FIX THE CALENDARS where it was actually a reminder of the position EnKi holds 
in all of this duel for Earth. He, being “lord of Waters” is also “lord of maritime law, the marines,c+f+10 67 3 and the Navy”.   
The unexpected line telling us that the Navy would do something about the calendars (or the reason for the alterations) 
sits in the last words of that line 1 68 2  (something YHWH is not interested in)           NAVY ORDERS ENQUIRY: 
REVERSE CALENDAR RECONCILIATION STUNS SUUORN INVADER.  REUUARD  IS IN  LOVE, that  SONS  LIVE –  

 I rest my Case.
C+F+BEARDLESS  

 GRAND VIRGINS Andromeda-Casseopea SLENDER ANDROID INITIATES 8 65 3 †

1 27 UNDER THE RANGE BOOM, LAUNCH CHANGES, CHILLED HORROR, NOT FAR IS THE DISGUISED TREASURE/stargate/stage gate 

3 2 VOICE ACTIVATION CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER, ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS EARTH TO MILKY WAY –  
MYSTERIOUS SECRET - POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER - CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY 
5 14 2 PITIFUL YEAR. CUBE CRAFT ARC UP, E.YAH ACT, IT ICILY TUBE HELEN PARQS UP (‘freeze’ in another line) 
6 5 4 PARCS HERSELF VIEUUS NITROUS DEPOT, POLL ELLIPTOID SALON where a cynical Da Vinci was waiting 
6 39 4 HOST SENT SOFTER PROOF, FOR E.N.E. SENTRY ALTER YOUR ETHOS, POURS THRU HOUSETOP ROOF PORT 
7 27 4 FATHER AUTHORISES AUTHORESS UNSEALS  E.D. AGEIST PORT RULES HOURS 
9 1 3 ORB INTRUDES – SOURCE UNITED CODES (Centuries, presages, quatrains)  
8 30 1GOLDEN HOST BEEN DOING, DAZZLE, BLUR ZEAL, E.N.E. NEED ZONE ALSO 
9 58 TINY OBSERVER CONTRIVES BY CRAFT(ability) TRANSFER FIRST BY:  
CONVERT VECTOR NEARBY, VERB CONVERTS (voice activation) ISN'T FAR BY CONVERTER/time gate 

The ONLY mention of a physical craft in reference to manner of travel relating to the collator was in : 
10 79  2 L’on paffera a Memphis fomentree, One of inspiring Memphis passing, 
MEMPHIS MOSES SOPHISM [wise ones] MENTOR SHIP PASSES this craft was at least 100 feet across hovering over me for what seemed 15 minutes or so 
LONER’S  LONE TREE  REMOTENESS,  OFTEN.                            the craft was hovering right on top of the Lone Pine sign. about 30 feet off the ground 
PRESEASONAL HORSE                                     before Spring, yes, August  year of = 2014 , around 8pm and quite a dark night                                            
ALERT: LEARN SHIPS AMASS APRON LANES, RE ENTER LEAP /Scorpio and or 2020 a leap year OMENS... Scorpio starts October 22 
LEO FATAL OMEN REAPER raptor ENTER LANES,orbit LAP NEAR OUR PLANET EARTH 

ONE UUITNESS  4 45 3  Maws/microphone forming [shape] will reshape  smaller, 
                            4 45 4  All dissolved, [Nostradamus]   one [ ? ? ] will be witness here. 

the question mark/s are placed following the ‘one’ ... ʺwill be witnessʺ.  
Yes, I was witness to several visits via the Ring including two full body conduits – all up a total of nine so far. 
But so was Da Vinci!  He who clearly states; 
 “he just appeared in the artist’s studio, my mentor, wearing his stockings, so I painted him in...”   
In this visit, which was a full body ‘landing’ – something that was not a good idea for one travelling from the sixth 
century (the 500s) to our day so full of chemicals and dangerous atmosphere: –  Nostradamus seems to have stayed 
there long enough to be painted into the Last Supper. In the day of Da Vinci during painting the Euchariste, around 
the latter half of i480s it would have been perfectly safe for a 36 year old Nostradamus in i539 to have landed back in, 
say, i486 or so.  Both periods within ca 53 years, being in the same mini ice age. 
In the light of the next hidden texts line, this may have been one of the four trips named...  
One of the flying trips for certain was to the Twin Towers event. So, when he says “flew four times” I think he means 
flying inside a craft and not one of the time gate conduits – albeit, the craft would have used space-time. 
2 61 3 Derrier le fleuve au fort mife l'efchele,     The ladder/stargate behind the river/Eridanus  sent  to the fort, Allan Webber Template 
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FLEUU SUUIFT  FOUR TIMES .  OUT TO  LAME UURITER  FEMALE’S FARM.  MAESTRO  FEELS TIMELESS,  FEELS  AUUE 
FLIES LIFELESS FLOUUER CELLS AFORE , FLESH FELT HELL’S UUORST CHILL, UUIT-ALL-THE- UUHILE. SELLS THESE  FILES. 

TO MERIT ‘ELECT’:  TRIM  OFF  MOLESTER  ELITE UUOLF UUEASEL, SAFE UUARMER LIFE UUELFARE LATER;    
ELITES FREE  SONIC M.E. FUEL  SETS OFF FALSE  FLAME TOUUERS, FRAMES SERF UUAR  UUASTE  FLOUUS. 

o HELL’S UUORST CHILL:  exactly! The return trip they allowed me to experience, (because I had asked) when my legs were 
reforming, it was so hot it was freezing, I guess,white hot is a good description.  

o There are two quatrains which use the words CHILLED HORROR 1 27 1 under the  range boom, launch changes, chilled horror  
and 2 27 1 the  divine  word  launches  change  – chilled horror . One mentions "wit all the while" saying the same as     

3 2 3   POSSESSING FOREIGN/alien MATERIAL STABILIZER,  SPIRIT CONSCIOUS ~ ENTIRE COGENCY  
o SONIC  M.E. magnetic energy FUEL = sasar. Saying it was sasar sonic weapon that felled the twin towers 
 

 AT THE TIME I WROTE THIS THE ENTIRE NINE VISITS HAD NOT ALL HAPPENED
Right. Yes, it was four times Nostradamus arrived  - twice in full body and twice via cronus visor. I had thought another Lord 
Ring visit was him too, but it turned out that was Da Vinci. *    One other cronus visor visit was like a little telescope, looking 
through the wrong end, which hovered for many minutes close by my right cheek. The final arrival (that I know of) was the last 
Thursday in October of 2013. That was not a human, but the “steersman” (C+F+STEERSMAN) via a large Therses.  Getting co-
ordinates for those which had arrived beforehand (since January 2009). The words here FLESH FELT HELL’S UUORST CHILL is 
seen as CHILLED HORROR in two quatrains, 1 27, 2 27 and UUIT-ALL-THE- UUHILE appears as SPIRIT CONSCIOUS – COGENCY 
ENTIRE  in 3 2 3 as follows in 3:2 
1.ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS  EARTH TO MILKY WAY – MYSTERIOUS SECRET 
2.POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER   
3.SPIRIT CONSCIOUS ~ ENTIRE COGENCY   able to think while using the Star gate being beamed up 
4.UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND ... ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT  
* was Da Vinci. C+F+ CYNICAL  at  5 99 4    FLIES LIFELESS FLOUUER also known as Flower-Bell, the Therses. seen in the Last Supper 
 

6:3:1 Fleuve qu'eƒprouve le nouveau nay Celtique  The river (Erid.anus) that tries the new Celtic heir/prince William?    
CUES CYANE* LONER USE CLYTIE

/she who followed the sun all 
 

day/solar
 POUUERS.

 
NOUU UUANE IN UUEEKS:

CEY: POUUER  ACETYL EUCALYN  FUEL.  FLEUU QUITE POUUERFUL-QUEUES (CUES) QUIET LATENCY.    

Normally the word ‘cyan’ means in Pisces. This is ‘cyane’.   
Means turquoise blue aura, which the LONER does have, but it WAS in Pisces – march 20 2017!  

(youtube) UUE EVOLVE CUE PEACEFUL Q ANON, NAVY. UUOUU VIEUUER  REVIEUU EVOKE  RULES  UUAVE OF LOVE 
UUEPT IOY - FUTURE TRUCE VINCENT FUSCA  COUPLE  UUERE  ALIVE IN  EUROPE: other Q ANON lines reiterate 

Qua: that spoken of before, were going to announce in November (CONVENE NOV. QUA)  YOU  EVOLVE  FREE FUEL 
SEE  LEONINE  VERTICAL  REPTILE  EYES  UP IN LANES  ;  the craft which are orbiting, and there are many types

EVEN LEAVE  ELITE  ELEVEN   VENUE.  (would that be Bohemian Grove?) U.N. VOCAL. OUULS’  LULU PROLE ROLE

KEY IS VOTE LAUUFULLY, FIRES VOLLEY ~ UUON.  EVENTUALLY  UUAKEFUL  TO E'YA NOVELTY OKAY. USE VIRTUE 
OF ITALY-EASTERLY YELLOUUSTONE VOLCANO EQUALS  FUSE, TIE  UP ELECTRIC  U.S.A. CITY. OUR CUP QUEEN, R.O. 

VALUE CULTURE EUREKA VOICEFUL FREQUENCIES – TUNE  ENVELOPES  OVER OUTER SPACE.  VULTURE, OARS FIVE 
RAT 2020 TO FELINE 2023 CAT-RABBIT YEAR  LEFT AVENUES, orbits FELL, Earth  QUIT SOL SUN. UUAKE  YOURSELF  UP TO 
KEEP EVASIVE disguised ROOT CELLAR-UUATER- FUNCTION  NOUU. ENVIOUS  ONES VIEUU, KEEN TO TRACK, STEAL  
o  

          FLUTE Mar 18 – Apl 14  and  Oct 28-Nov 24 (happens to  be OWL date)   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vn10WEyJ_C8&feature=em-uploademail  see the March date 
 

 

o I took this to refer to the OWL in Bohemian Grove, but OUUL is a date too, lulu being the OUULS’ LULU PROLE ROLE: 
derogatory name the hybrid elite give to the population – the ‘proletariat’, and see following in Noahide Laws 

o CUP QUEEN, so saying not QEII, but Casseopea   R.O. Regency Order Andr. Cncl  VULTURE, LyRa  OARS FIVE= Argo Mantid
o CULTURE develop   VOICEFUL voice activated  FREQUENCIES EUREKA free energy 

o This week there was a video showing the blue tie Trump nictictating, with clear bluish eyes, not the usual orange. The vertical 
eye blink was really subtle and occurred at the very periphery of the iris, not from the very edge of the eyeball.    March 15 '19 

Please draw it to my attention if any reader sees JFK JNR with this version of Trump.    hiddentext@live.com.au  
 

6 4 1 Le Celtiq ƒleuve changera de rivage,   The Celtic river [language] will change its course,  to English.    'River' = Eridanus              

 (Anakim)
he radon craft with glowing "balls".  

Made on Earth 

. from one to another eg HAARP-chemtrails-GMO=nano bots-5G-fracking-RAIDER CHANGES EACH AGILE DANGER
implants & the entire  vaccine & "medical industry". In the following video interview with Dr Lorraine Day (wife of the congressman Bill 
Dannemyer) in which the plan is to exclude proper medical care to gentiles, without them knowing. There is much more in this interview. 
QUIT IRAQI~GULF.                                ELEGAIC AGREED   
6 4 1 VILE ALIEN LEECH/Hirudo Orion Group crown over Orion  CHECK IN, LEFT CALENDAR with added 1,000 years  AGGRIEVES  ALL                                                   
IN  QUEER  ILLEGAL  AVARICE, HAGGLE TECHNICALS  TREATIES  LIARS  CLAUSE  ALLEGED  VAGUE  RECEIVERS. IS  CIGAR  CRAFT 

 
o ELEGAIC mournful ballard singer-writer, in this case, CHANI via NostraDamus (Our Gift) 

 

9 50 1 Mandofus toft viendra a fon hault regne,       Mendosus mendacious NODUS SEM poles halfway will soon come to its high realm,  
VALIANT THOR INVADER DAEMON TO U.S : INVESTS  IN SANDRA: NO LAUGHTER using weather as a weapon – modus 
operandi of EnLil "lord of airways, storms etc.) see I AM DARIUS  (& the pdf forum  HURRICANE SANDY which was artificial)  

DAMN MANNED INSANE  IV
/4
 
SAAM RIB ON R  

RAVENOUS ANU  NAMED  NOAHIDE  GOI  VENDETTA:   FALSE   ʺLAUUSʺ  

  

 IT WAS EVE OF  Easter 1991  These laws were snuck in   by FOUR CONGRESSMEN  as  soon  as all the others had left for their Easter break                
NOSTRADAMUS~DENOTES OVATION : INVEST  DEFT SOVIET MAN. ASTOUNDS  ALL STAGNANT  DEMONS. OS  

/Capricorn     
         

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vn10WEyJ_C8&feature=em-uploademail
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
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George HW Bush in 1991 snuck into "law" what was purported to be a Noahide holiday, qualified by the "laws. This 
has become "legalieze"  interpreted by lawmakers to be the entire Noahide laws. 
o In the book  "The Last Prophet: I Am Darius", R.R.Giroux... and we all know he is not the "Last Prophet"!  He describes such 

things as managing weather (warfare as it turned out) , portals, and fiddling with souls on board a black cube. Giroux also said that 
 Nostradamus "is in the other moon ship", On page 149 I think it was.

Dr. Lorraine Day 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvvknCDrX94 
 The Noahide Laws to Decapitate Christians & The History  

of FEMA   Public Law 102-14 102nd congress March 26 1991  
https://www.opdeepstate.com › Back Story 

 
. ... According to former congressman Bill Dannemyer (this is not an "Noahide Law passed by only 4 congressmen

endorsement of him), Public Law 102-14 was passed on the vote of only four congressmen, when 99% of congress was 

absent.
Apr 13, 2017 

-" Whereas Congress recognizes the historical tradition of ethical values 
 MY ITALICS 

.... 4. Cursing the name of God is forbidden. 
Besides honoring and respecting .... In other words, these seven Noahide Laws were meant for the Gentiles only!! .... Dr. James 

Wickstrom explains the Noahide Laws
 Jul 15, 2018 

TO RESEARCH ANY OF THESE ARTICLES FURTHER, JUST COPY AN  ENTIRE LINE AND  PASTE INTO A SEARCH ENGINE
 

"This obligation, to teach all the peoples of the earth about the Laws of Noah, is incumbent upon every individual in 
every era" -- (Mishnah Torah, Law of Kings 8:10). 

"Seven commandments were the sons of Noah commanded: 
 (1) concerning adjudication, 
 (2) and concerning idolatry,  
 (3) and concerning blasphemy, 
 (4) and concerning sexual immorality, 
 (5) and concerning bloodshed,  
 (6) and concerning robbery, 
 (7) and concerning a limb torn from a living animal"... 
 -- (Talmud Sanh.56a). 

So – how is this attitude different from the Muslim? "To  'teach'  ALL the peoples of the earth ... including "goyim"? 
'' For this purpose, this Public Law designated March 26, 1991 as Education Day, U.S.A. 
but this is not quite true – this date was only for the date of recognition of the holiday for Noahide Laws/ 
"God spoke to Noah, and to his sons with him, saying, 'As for me, behold, I establish my covenant with you, and with your 
offspring after you .... The rainbow will be in the cloud. I will look at it, that I may remember the everlasting covenant 
between God and every living creature of all flesh that is on the earth.'" --  (Genesis 9:8-9, 16) 
"Therefore my judgment is that we don't trouble those from among the Gentiles who turn to God ..... For it seemed good to 
the Holy Spirit, and to us, to lay no greater burden on you than these necessary things: that you abstain from things 
sacrificed to idols, from blood, from things strangled, and from sexual immorality, from which if you keep 

yourselves, it will be well with you. Farewell" (this was EnKi speaking) -- (Acts 15:19, 28-29). 

Just absorb those last words and cast your mind back to Bohemian Grove, the Owl and the ritual blood slaughter, 
DO YOU RECALL WHICH GOD IT WAS that "spoke to Noah"? Certainly not EnLil/YHWH whom E'Ya was forced to 
deceive by sending a "dream" to Noah to build the Ark and save Noah and his family,  and "the seed of all living 
things"  who were "pure in their generation". It would be interesting to see the original words here – if the word 
generation is singular or plural. If it was singular it means pure in their making, but if plural refers to having never 
bred outside their own bloodline. This when referred to "seed" means never having been altered in purity as in not 
genetically manipulated/ If refering to one's "house" (family bloodlines) means never having bred to outside DNA. 
The one person/god that this detail would be of interest is E'Ya/EnKi.   For EnLil – all humans were "Lulu". So, here 
you can see how it was never YHWH the Ruach, Chief Pilot, EnLil who gave the 10 Commandments to Moses!  
EnLil simply did and does not care enough to provide a Covenant of Heavenly Guidance to humanity on Earth. 
Thus, when the bible says it was Jehovah/YHWH that handed the tablets of Ten Commandments to Moses, we 
know this was an edited lie, done by the Nicene Council when they edited the entire books of the bible in 325AD. 
Further backed up by the tiny detail that the base number for EnLil is 12 and for EnKi  is 10. 

There are many who state the importance of "pure blood" to the reptilians. As David Icke said (and I have seen it 
elsewhere as well) that the word "Messsiah" is a reptilian word. Here is an excerpt from: 

Why the Bible cannot be the Word of God    Walter Reinhold Warttig Mattfeld y de la Torre, M. A. Ed.  
02 March 2007 Revisions through 26 August 2008  

Please click here for my article titled: "Why Jesus Christ cannot be the Messiah" if the link does not work copy 
" Why the Bible cannot be the Word of God Walter Reinhold Warttig Mattfeld "  and paste into your search engine 

Apologists, both Jewish and Christian, claim that the Holy Spirit inspired men to write down God's words  
The Holy Spirit cannot contradict itself if it is real, for God does not contradict himself.  (Itself)

The problem?  The Holy Spirit contradicts itself in numerous passages in both the Old and New Testaments.
 The Holy Spirit inspired Moses to write that: 
" no Moabite shall _ever_ enter into God's Assembly, _not even to  the 10th generation_. " 

That is to say this ban is forever, for all time. This prohibition also applies to anyone of mixed Moabite descent, that is 
to say of Israelite or Jewish and Moabite blood as is quite clear from the Holy Spirit speaking through Ezra and 
Nehemiah in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvvknCDrX94
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The Holy Spirit has CONTRADICTED ITSELF in proclaiming that David and Jesus Christ are God's anointed 
Messiahs because both of these individuals claim descent from Ruth the who married Boaz of Judah. Moabitess 

 Nehemiah 13:1-3 Revised Standard Version (RSV)  
"On that day they read from the book of Moses in the hearing of the people; and in it was found written that  

 OR _ ; for they did not meet the NO AMMONITE MOABITE_ SHOULD _EVER_ ENTER THE ASSEMBLY OF GOD

children of Israel  (Jacob)  with bread and water, but hired Balaam against them to curse them - yet 'God' turned the curse 
into a blessing.  
WHEN THE PEOPLE HEARD THE LAW,  _THEY SEPARATED FROM ISRAEL _ ALL_ THOSE OF FOREIGN 

Nehemiah 13:1-3 is apparently getting its notion that Ammon and Moab hired Balaam from DESCENT."  
Deuteronomy 23:3 allegedly written by Moses:  Deuteronomy 23:3  
"  No Ammonite or Moabite shall enter the assembly of the Lord, even to the tenth generation 
none belonging to them shall enter the assembly of the Lord for ever, because they did not meet you with bread and 
with water on the way, when you came forth from Egypt, and because they hired against you Balaam the son of Beor 
from Pethor of Mesopotamia, to curse you."  
Technically speaking Deuteronomy 23:3 and Nehemiah 13:1-3 _are_wrong_ Ammon did _not_ hire Balaam to curse 
Israel, it was who carried money with them to induce him to the elders of Moab and THE ELDERS OF _MIDIAN_ 
curse Israel/house of Jacob. Apparently the author of Deuteronomy 23:3 "forgot" that in Numbers 22:7 it was Midian 
and _not_ Ammon who with Moab, hired Balaam to curse Israel.  

 to _err_ and write in Deuteronomy 23:3 that it was Ammon How can the Holy Spirit be "real" if it allowed Moses
instead of Midian who with Moab hired Balaam to curse Israel?  
The Holy Spirit is _not_ supposed to contradict itself and make mistakes yet it did here... 

 Ezra 10:1-44 reveals that Israel (the returning exiles from the Babylonian Captivity) have sinned and married  
foreign women (some of whom are Ammonites and Moabites), they agree to put away or send away their foreign 
wives and their mixed blood children. In other words "half breeds" or mixed blood children (Jewish-Ammonite blood 
or Jewish-Moabite blood) are an abomination to Jesus  
(in the Old Testament in his role as the Logos or Word, cf. John 1:1-18). 
Ezra the priest...said to them,  
"You have trespassed and married foreign women, and so increased the guilt of Israel. Now then make confession to 
the Lord the God of your fathers, and do his will; separate yourselves from the peoples of the land and from the 
foreign wives." Then all the assembly answered with a loud voice, "It is so; we must do as you have said...  
All these had married foreign women, AND THEY PUT THEM AWAY WITH THEIR CHILDREN."  
(Herbert G. May & Bruce M. Metzger. Editors. The New Oxford Annotated Bible With Apocrypha. 

The problem?  
If, in Ezra's days, the 5th century BC, NO ONE OF MIXED JEWISH AND MOABITE DESCENT IS TO BE ADMITTED  
IN TO THE ASSEMBLY OF GOD, then how can Christ be the Messiah?  
Christ's genealogy is traced back to King David, who was himself OF MIXED JEWISH AND MOABITE DESCENT.  
That is to say both David and Christ ARE ACCURSED BY GOD because of their Moabite ancestry via Ruth the 
Moabite who married Boaz, cf. Ruth 4:13-22 and 1 Chronicles 2:1-15 enumerating King David's descent from Ruth the 
Moabite. In David's case, he is a "3rd generation Moabite" in descent, he should NEVER had been allowed to be 
Israel's king or Messiah. 

Ruth 4:13-22 RSV  1 Chronicles 2:12-15 RSV  Matthew 1:5-6 RSV 
Clearly the Holy Spirit is very muddled in declaring no one of Moabite descent is _EVER_ to enter the Holy 
Assembly of God  
much less be God's Messiah according to Nehemiah 13:1-3, and yet both David and Jesus are of Moabite descent.  
The Holy Spirit has quite clearly CONTRADICTED ITSELF in allowing men of Moabite descent to be God's Messiah 
or  "Anointed" and members of God's Holy Assembly.  
Nehemiah, inspired by the Holy Spirit, is quite adamant about the marriage of foreign women, including Moabites, 

being a  "treacherous sin" against God: Nehemiah 13:23-27 RSV 

" Shall we do all this great evil and act treacherously against our God by marrying foreign women?"" 
1 Samuel 16:1,12-13 RSV  
"The Lord said to Samuel...I will send you to Jesse the Bethlehemite, for I have provided for myself a king 
among his sons...  
And the Lord said, "Arise, anoint him, for this is he." Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and anointed him...  
and the Spirit of the Lord came mightily upon David from that day forward."  

 he swore no Moabite should _ever_ enter the Holy Assembly (De 23:3) and  So, 'god' CONTRADICTED HIMSELF,
God or his Holy Spirit inspired Ezra and Nehemiah to repudiate and CURSE those of mixed Moabite and Jewish blood 
(Ne 13:23-27).   A house divided against itself cannot stand. 
 

We have seen quite recently, actually, here, in this pdf collection in 3 37 3 the description of the Quantum "G-D"  
that even the Anakim are wary of. The One which they refer to is in charge of their destinies and their fate. The 
Hidden Text line which fully describes the Omnipotent "G-d" and it is not a living walking extra terrestrial, it is: 
SALIENT-URANITE-SENTIENT-QUANTUM-OMNIPRESENT-SAPIENCE = is the  ONE  GREAT  GOD

  see Can CONSCIOUS  CONCIOUSNESS SURVIVE

 

The debate defining "destinies"  (the "weaving") and "fate" (the "result") rests in the word "fatal". At death. 
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"Great god who decrees the Fates, let Ur and its people be spared, your praises to continue!" Nannar appealed. 

Nannar here is praying to the "Great G-d", the Ominpresent, asking for the end result  of  "sparing the people", 
CONSEQUENTLY "Fates" is plural – one for each person. It would be pointless asking the great G_D to spare their 
destinies, since they are the journey towards each fate. Yes, the final destination is your fate. 
 

o TO QUESTION VACCINE EFFICIENCY:  CENSORED  EVERYWHERE – IF THERE WAS NOTHING WRONG WITH THE 
 VACCINE INFORMATION AGENDA – IT WOULD NOT NEED CENSORING!

it has become necessary to disguise the cue words such as "vaccine" and "immunity" etc so that the censorial 
search engines have trouble finding them – a precursor to removing the entire article in which they are 
named, Some examples of disguising words from search bots are here in this article, altered by the collator. 
This is the reason I write "grubberment" or "govern ment". 

" A bombshell video snippet from Del Bigtree dares to ask the all-important question:  
Why have the number of v a c c i n e s  given  to  c h i l d r e n   skyrocketed over the last three decades? 
The answer may shock you. In 1986, Congress passed a law granting legal  i m m u n i t y   to   v a c c i n e  manufacturers, 
but  only for  v a c c i n e s     on the childhood   i_muni_ation   schedule. 
Since then, v.a.c.c.i.n.e.  makers have worked to push as many as possible onto that schedule for the sole purpose of enjoying 
legal immunity from lawsuits for faulty products  and  vaccine damage. 
Thus, children have become a “dumping ground” for faulty  v_c_ines  that are manufactured with near-zero q-u-a-l-i-t-y control 
measures because forcing those v-a-c-c-i-n-e-s  onto the childhood  i.m.m.u.n.i.z.a.t.i.o.n  schedule grants 
 Big Pharma   corporations   legal  immunity  from  l a w s u i t s. 
The skyrocketing number of v.a.c.c.i.n.e.s now given to c_ildren, in other words, has nothing to do with s-c-i-e-n-c-e or m-e-d-i-
c-i-n-e. It has everything to do with maximizing profits and shielding v a c c i n e man ufacturers from l a w suits for all the 
millions of c_ildren their products continue to m.a.i.m  and k.i.l.l. 
Del Bigtree explains more in this Brighteon video that has been b a n n e d across all the t.e.c.h  g.i.a.n.t.s and social media sites: 
Sources: Natural News.com; Brighteon.com 

8 10  2  Qu'on ne faura l'origine du fait     but they will not know its origin      Allan Webber's Template                      
ONE  AUSTRALIAN  QUANTIFIED   
ORIGINAL QUATRAIN EQUATIONS  

helmeted   AROUSAL – RUINOUS  QUINT 

ON  DEAFEN  EQUISONANT  AURAL  
FEUDING AURAS  INSANE FOUR DUE RUNA date   JAN 21 - FEB 17    OCT 4th – 13th  SEE  INSANE IV  9 50 1 PREVIOUS PAGE 
U. N  GLORIFIED URSA, OANNES ENNUI - ORIGIN FEUDING ORIGINAL  RELIGIONS 

9 50 1 Mandosus toƒt viendra a  ƒon hault regne,  Mendosus will soon come to his/its high realm, 

GOODE/Corey IGNORANT OF MUTANT RUFFIAN INHUMANE GIANTS FLAUNT EARTH ANATHEMA – RELEVANT TO SATAN 
 GRAND  NOTATIONS  RANT, REFER TURNS  OFF  LEONARDO’S ARTS MANTIDS FAVOUR HELEN MEAD’S TRANSLATED FONTS,

HORNED TOAD  ING  
(We have seen that ING means ‘the reaping’ false rapture and that there is a toad within Da Vinci’s art !) 

o HORNED TOAD the word ‘Toad’ means those reptilians from Bufo which is entwined within Boötes constellation, hence the 
confusion between one witness (Alec Newold) being misled? and told that it is those from Boötes (Arcturus is in this constellation) 
are in the Black Knights orbiting and the medieval painting of the pope hoeing with the background having numerous space craft 
flying overhead. This indicates the Vatican is in cahoots (hoeing rows) with these off worlders with the alchemye name of the lost 
hoe which is cipher for Bootes/ Bufo the Toad is also in this constellation . The horns literally means they have horns. 

VENGEFUL MUTANT TRANSMUTATION trans-humanism OF STAGNANT MODERN : RELEVANT AROUSING U.N FORMATTED SERVANTS 
VOLCANO ETNA, NASA DRAFT : AIMED ATEN/false asteroid  AT MOUNTAIN VENT LAVA DEAFENING ALL  

NASA FOOLS FRETFUL OF ROUGH TOUGHER NANO DIAMOND EVENT, FRIGHTFUL FOAM tsunami ADORE/Libra    Nano diamond = 
like the Younger Dryass 

ALT VENERATIONAL NOSTRADAMUS, LEONARDO, FUN-LOVING HEARTS INFORM: H  ROUNDHEAD
 see image of roundhead in Mirror Madonna HELMET'D  DEMON REGIME,

GRIM INSANE FOUR TONE DEAF TO FATHER IN HEAVEN THREATENED EARTH - FLEUU OFF... 

  FORGIVEN  AS  VENGEFUL  INFANT 
o TONE DEAF small words with big meanings. Frequency deaf, with DNA unable to tune into the right ‘vibration’ 

loving father NOT LEAVE GENIAL EARTH FOUNDLINGS the elect UUHO ARE NOT ROTTEN VENGEFUL VANDALS  
DEATH IS MERE THREAT – DO NOT THOU FEAR NOR HATE DEATH.  MANTIDS INNOVATE  LAUGHTER AND LOVE  

  

 

4 28  WITNESS WHEN NEVUS BEINGS  OF  URSA, CASSIOPEIA and PISCES/Grus  CAST OVER         The second coming- see page 9 LOST THING 

IMPRESSIVE PHONICS FORCE FIELD:  OBSCURE DARK MEN ~                                         Ebonics: a blend of ebony and phonics  
LORD AMONG THE FLAMING GLORY DISCLOSED, THROUGH CONTENTIOUS ATMOSPHERE, CERTAIN ABUSE  Chemtrails 
5 54  LEO LIGHT BEING BRIDGING GREAT PLANETOID  ~ LIBRA TRAITS  (Boötes/ Arcturus/ Black Knight) or 
Libra traits: the extreme events which will happen in Libra.    BRIDGING  also means using time gates 
ONE KING – SHAPE MOVING FORWARD, WHO WILL WITNESS THE ROD     Shape moving forward using the stage gate 
ANNEALING, AND GOING RIGHT THROUGH MINE (my) ERA    Annealing: re grouping the molecules, then into stargate 
AND ROD ABSORBED  -  IS-CAN-BE,  ACTUALLY GOING RIGHT AROUND (time) Rod absorbed: a description of “beam me up Scotty” 

Is-can-be  also describes the stage gate  Or:  AND CRUEL ABSORBENT ANOINTER  IS-BE ROD ~ EBONICS  CAN  Ebonics: dark crystal sonics  
5 26 3 Changeront  prince, naiftra vn prouincial,  Changing prince,

Sirius 
(shapeshifting? to) one born provincial, 

http://humansarefree.com/2018/11/4-billion-and-growing-us-payouts-for.html
http://humansarefree.com/search/label/Big%20Pharma
http://humansarefree.com/2019/01/congressmen-threatened-for.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2019-03-10-kids-got-11-vaccines-in-1986-and-53-in-2017-why-the-answer-is-all-about-big-pharma-profits.html
https://www.brighteon.com/6011825083001
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VINCI REPORTING  NICAEAN RIVER ANCIENTS  PROVEN  NOT  ARCHANGELIC.  ALERT ON – [their] ORGAN PERVERSION (in 1 16 1) 
yes, a pun, and do NOT donate organs!   River = those from Erid.anus, the River that leaves from the Urn of Aquarius 

Q ANON CONVINCER INVITING HAPPIER ANARCHIC:  RATTLING RICH CONNIVING ELITE  INTERFACING 
HORRIFIC PRENATAL RAPTURE OF VIRGINAL, CHARLATAN  CHIEF VALIANT'S CONVINCING VENTURES 
INCLUSIVE NUCLEAR  PLANTS TECTONIC PLACING = UNREPENTING CRAP AGAINST PROPER NATURE'S RAT.2020 
VENTURA UNFLINCHING (NOT NECROPHILIAC) RECONNOITRING PRINCIPAL FANATICS APPARENT IN VOLCANO ACTIVITIES 
ARROGANT URETHRAL PATRIARCHAL  VATICAN UP NORTHERN RURAL AREA RUN CERN THORN ARCHON RANCOR IN  
THOU ANNOUNCE, REPORT: ERROR ANGEL (FALLEN ONES) PLANNING EARTH ERUPTION  INTERFERING ARCHAIC AREA,/Giza?  
OVERTURNING R.O. PRINCIPLES OF  NEUU AGE PREPARING ICE  GRACE. OVERRUNNING  IGNORANT  LEPERS.  

USE COPPER  PIPES FOR  LOVING HEALTHIER VUATER =   2019

OTHERS STARVING. PARENTHETICAL (RIVAL STAR  VAN,/Oannes VALIANT THOR,  CORRUPTING REINCARNATION AS IN TRAP - ALSO 
SCRAPING, barrel LEAVES) PROCRASTINATION CORRUPT ALIEN INVASION;  ACTION IN AIR SPACE CRAFT ARRIVAL  ELEVENTH TENTH 

 

UUHILE  IRON PLANET URIAH RIPS EARTH INCONVENIENT. PRIOR TO CAPRICORN/Apple/CAR  IS RAIN AVALANCHE  RUIN CLEANS . 
SATAN'S SAVAGE ORION CAPTAIN SIR, HEAP, UNICORN CHEATERS, VAST ASTRA CHANGES,  ALTERS APPLICANT  TREATIES CONCEPT

o VINCI Da Vinci REPORTING  NICAEAN COUNCIL RIVER/Erid.anus ANCIENTS  PROVEN  NOT  ARCHANGELIC. This is telling us 
(and not for the first time) that the Anakim who infiltrated/ran the Nicean/Nicene Council to edit the bible in 325CE  to suit 
their needs are not the angels one would imagine.  Followed by the reason: ORGAN PERVERSION can be taken two ways, they 
have problems with their vertical duodenum and they need to harvest organs. This is the purpose for cattle and other 
mammal mutilations. We can guess what they need from the actual harvesting event because they do it while the "donor" is 
well and truly still alive, this way they harvest their adrenochrome too. 

o HORRIFIC PRENATAL RAPTURE OF VIRGINAL a bit more of the above excepting the detail of "virginal" meaning 
uncorrupted by chemicals, gmo, etc. Pre multiple vaccinations too. One wonders how the attempts by "doctors" to ensure the 

 pregnant mother has her "flu shot" would affect the foetus – and if that means it is no longer "virginal"?
o THORN is both the date of Libra and refers by runic Thurisaz  to Bufo in Boötes here, from where the winged Drago under the 

Vatican originated,  ARCHON is what it is  
o ERUPTION  INTERFERING ARCHAIC AREA can only mean the Adriatic Serbian Basin. ARCHAIC usually means ancient Greece 
o COPPER = also means in Libra – Sept 22 – Oct 21 which matches all the other root cellar date warnings 
o ELEVENTH TENTH  October 11th.  We have seen this date too  

o  this refers to the Elder holding not just one round disc with 
binary but a scroll also with a message.  No one has come forward saying they had interpreted either of these warnings 
because they were all too busy being shown the other crop square message that arrived the same day – from the Orion 
opposition!   Here it is hinting at not allowing the false flag invasion to happen. C+F+UURINKLED, INNOVATOR  a qualifyer for the Elders! 

o VALIANT THOR who many have tried to debunk without success. Arrived March 1957 (to public eyes anyway) and it 
seems – has decided to leave sometime around now having been residenced in the Pentagon. The interesting detail 
relating to him are the words CORRUPTING TRAP AS IN REINCARNATION. Now this is interesting! No doubt you have 
heard about the memes doing the rounds that reincarnation is a trap. Edgar Cayce never said so. (Laughing to self :– 
although looking at Wilcock and his assertions he is a reincarnation of Cayce in my eyes is one giant leap backwards, 
at least in the end consequence. Wilcock may have once been on a path to higher thinking.  These days, as Linda 
Moulton-Howe stated, the first half of an interview she was trying to produce from him, he was interested only in her  
payment to him and how much it would be.    Type in LINDA MOULTON-HOWE EXPOSES DAVID WILCOCK-video),yet, if 
one goes to the pdf forum LETTER #32 & REINCARNATION  it almost fully describes this topic as the Buddhists do. 
:followed by PROCRASTINATION of the false alien invasion – why has he been putting that off? What are they waiting for? 

 o AGAINST PROPER NATURE'S RAT.2020   against the Living Library plans for 2020, where "PROP" means "natural". 
o RAIN AVALANCHE – recall other hidden texts lines saying EnKi is forced to pour rain onto "grasses" to clean them. 
o SAVAGE ORION CAPTAIN/a reptilian terminology SIR, Marduk HEAP, fallen angels from Alcyone and Atlas – which I saw 

recently in a video claiming to be the "good guys".  Dear Reader – you have kept in mind that no real Pleiadians can 
come anywhere in coo-ee even via air waves,  of our human aura?    UNICORN= those from Monoceros, freemasons 

o VAST ASTRA CHANGES, those spoken of in WHAT ARE THE CHANCES? Includes the IRON PLANET URIAH 
o ALTERS APPLICANT  TREATIES  CONCEPT:  depending on who is the "applicant". It was the false extra terrestrials that 

went to FDR. FALSE because they came from under Antarctica, and that two of them were shapeshifters. The entire idea 
was to have the humans agree to deals allowing the negatives to have their way with human and animal DNA – which the 
humans have never been able to police anyway!  The carrot on the stick was technology and one wonders why an intelli-
gence would even bother to approach a lower life form (humans) and offer  technology for a product they had no need to 
"trade" for when they had already been simply just taking at their leisure. So, leading to such questions as "why did they 
need to approach FDR?" Was it really all about Artificial Intelligence? Was it because EnKi (lord of Earth & Waters) was 

totally against the deals and in HIS case, thoroughly able to police those things?           see   Can CONSCIOUS  CONCIOUSNESS SURVIVE?

Actually, the entire line (from Da Vinci) goes like this:     COULD OR  SHOULD CONSCIOUS  CONCIOUSNESS SURVIVE? 

5 99 2 Capue, Brundis vexez per gent Celtique      EXCRETAL= from the obs. "Pile of manure under the ‘tail’ of Taurus" = Pleiades 
2016 

 
In the field of quantum computers this information probably means something dire.  Refer :  Anthony Patch  videos      pairs : 

2:62:4  Cent, main, foif, faim, quand courra la comete (there is another version on a frontispiece spelt  ‘‘comette’’)                                  
(Allan Webber had created a Program for his computer to anagram the quatrain lines, his vocabulary utilised real medieval words, such as ‘claquers’)                               

 ARE ALIEN MANIACS’ ACCORD 
agreement

 QUANTUM COMPUTER
 
                    

(refer ‘QUBITS’

MODERN CANICULA
 Siriac/Nibiru SQUAT stops AT SUN, CONTAINED MADE METEOR CLAQUEURS   (followers)   

FAIR SQUARE,
 Pegasus

 ALIENS,  OAR MANTIDS, ORCA 
Tau Ceti   AIM AT COMETS FRONT 

AFFIRMATION IS ASTEROID ACCUSTOM’D QUADRENNIAL he asteroids with the customary four year orbit which t
came past St Lucy’s Day 2012 Dec 13, and again in late December 2016 without incident,  due again  2020 (Toutatis etc)                                     
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U.N SQUAT IN COLD AMERICAN, /October [true] 

                (not without the satellites)  MANIC CLOUD
 [Project]  

COULDNT SQUARE SONIC SINE 
o FAIR SQUARE   I love the way ‘They’ qualify  a noun. There are two from Pegasus the Square (also known as the 

Field) which affect Earth: those from Scheat in the Leg  (the little bluish grey in the Elohim Alliances) and those from 
Markab in the Shoulder. FAIR  Square thus means the good ones. Others who have an alternate in real life  [clone] are 

 qualified thus; such as  Adore Libran Putin, Utopian Tellinger, Lame Ventura, Londoner Icke and so on.  Consistently so.
o TRANQUIL SIRIAN defining the country of Syria opposed to the constellation of Sirius. Also telling us that this Syria is 

not the demon the Amerikans would have us believe, unlike those others from Sirius.   
o Nemesis/Nibiru has been squatted behind our sun MADE METEOR and yes, the Nemesis system is expected to ‘make meteors’ 
o SQUARE SINE if I did not live with stand-alone solar power, I would not have understood this. Sine waves need ‘smoothing’ 
 

1 16 1   Faulx a l'eftan ioint ver le Sagitaire,   Joined with a scythe (Saturn) a pond (Uranus)  in Sagittarius,             from Allan Webber's Template 

NOTICING GIANTS’ LAX VERTICAL FLEXURA duodenum SEAL  LEVERS ligaments tendons FAILURENESS – COINING their EVICTION  
(AGEIST USES GLUE) which they get from cattle mutilations, to support their vertical duodenum, and to anoint/feed their greys 
5 98 3 Poiffon en mer, fleuve, lac cuit hectique, Fish in sea, river, lake boiled hectic, BUT using the alkhemye words this is saying: 
Pisces in the southern skies (the "sea" of cosmology where all the nautical names are), Eridanus (the river, the longest 
constellation from "footstool" of Orion to Aquarius' ʺurnʺ), the Milky Way (lac is Latin for 'milk') roiled/turned hectic.   If 
you have read the pdf forum What Are The Chances you will see too many hidden texts all saying the very same thing. 
And this event  pairs ʺUNACUSTOMED CETUS" see 5 9 4 and 5 73 1 herein (C+F+CETUS)   and the POLES ROLL lines. 
Q ANON, CUTIE UUIT FELLOUU, MARINES CHIEF UUHIP;  COMPILES PERFECT EFFECTIVE  COMPUTER HACK POLICIES. 
RICH MILLUUHEEL LEECH/pun VILE LUCIFER MULTIPLE VICES ELITE RECEIVE POUUERFUL ENVELOPE SEALS FATES 

 A/C/E/ TRUE CHECKS/pun UNMERCIFUL PRE-FUNERAL/pun FOREMOST LUNATIC OFFICIAL EARTH MENACE CUT OFF. 
EUCTICAL MEN 

hidden in the Euchariste 
RE: NORSEMEN (Nordics) NONE UALUE (none understand) EQUIPT cause POISONS. 

TECHNIQUE CIRCULATE FUEL FLEUU (chemtrails) UNETHICAL QUITE  HECTIC    FAREUUELL   
   this font

 
measn from the Template 

o  CHIEF UUHIP of MARINES = the General – operating for the EnKi/Ra paradigm
o  COMPUTER HACK ('q'= 'c' or 'k')  recall previous texts saying we would be saved by the hackers?

 o MILLUUHEEL LEECH = the Millwheel refers to a constellation in the great precessional cycle, Leech is Hirudo, the 'crown' of Orion 
 o ENVELOPE SEALS FATES another pun. These evil elite receiving their sealed envelope at GHW Bush's funeral 

o  A/C/E/  Andromeda, Casseopea, Elohim TRUE CHECKS/pun  another pun, true payment due, and proper arrests
o  PRE-FUNERAL/pun  pre G H W Bush's funeral and pre (prior) to their own, unmerciful, beginning with McCain's
o  FOREMOST LUNATIC OFFICIAL          the "foremost official" in the land is the president, in this case G H W Bush
o  It is obvious I was meant to find these lines BEFORE the events beginning January 2nd 2019.     Curtailed by no solar power

5 98 3  Poiffon en mer, fleuve, lac cuit hectique – Here is one that has me bewildered. in effect, a rap over the knuckles.  
At this moment in time (May 2017) I simply cannot see it happening, nor now, at march 2019. 

 not certain who this is telling us this – possibly E’Yah – EnKi- RA   UUILL FULFIL KEEN HELEN: THOU KEEP MI CHOICE;
VENTURA SOUL IN HOME OFFICE: TELL: HIS IS FECULENT VOICE AT FOUL HECTIC TIMES, IS A FLUKE FOOLS ELITE 
CHIEF UP.  CHIEF LUMPS accepts IS EFFECTIVE COUNTERFEIT/clone EQUIVALENCE   NICE EFFICIENT CHOICE. 

What spooked the USS Donald Cook so much in the Black Sea? 
https://www.voltairenet.org/article185860.html 
Nov 8, 2014 - This video shows the USS Donald Cook sailing into the Black Sea to position ... As 
the Russian jet approached the US vessel, the electronic device ... Currently installed on the most 
sophisticated US Navy warships and in the ... 

The U.S. Navy Just Announced The End Of Big Oil And No One Noticed              www.addictinginfo.org 

A viable technology now exists that will break fossil fuel's stranglehold hold o... See More  ALSO COME TRUE 
Did you notice in The Last Supper that Da Vinci had stashed Enki, the one wearing green and a negligible beard, in the 
central position – where the Jeus Christ had been? See image following. 

While typing the word “obsfuscation” just now, it hit me that the word FUSCA is in the word. Kind of verifies the name 
Vincent Fusca, with fusca meaning “to disguise”. Obs = to observe, in Latin= ops = power and the meaning of VINCENT = 

conquering. All of these Q ANON lines here came from the Ɨ555 publication. 

1 68 2 Troys innocens qu’on viendra a liurer.  [pope] Innocent’s three centuries being delivered   (‘q’ can be a ‘c’ and a ‘k’) 

Q ANON CONNIVE VICTORIOUS RE: DREARIEST RUIN = VIRULENT INSANE NUISANCE DECISIVE SURRENDER   
SINNERS SCURRY URANIRY DISC E.T. REVOLUTION, SURRENDER IN DIRE ICY DRY SNOUU ELECTRIC ARSON CRISES 
READ [VINCENT, E'A] DIARIES DATA: SINCERE SAVIOR ENKI CAUSES RAINY DAYS CARRIES AUUAY ENVIRONS RUIN. ICON 
ENSURES  DROUUNS NARROUU  VISION  UNION (INVERSIONS  DRAIN: “OVARIES IN SONS”  UUORRY –  (SORRY AVERSION)  
SERIOUSLY  SUNNY  CENSURES, RID, DOUUNS,  SIR’S VAINNESS  INVASION SINECURE RACE VERSION ANNIVERSARY. 
SKINNIER UURINKLED INNOVATOR  ELDER UUINNERS, YEARS CONVERSION-UUARLORDS CONVENE TO STEAL KIDS  
SARDONIC INVENTOR  RECKONS ARROUUS, CONTROVERSIAL D.E.UU. CANNONS DARTS, SUUORDS A.I. NADIR DOSSIER 

 o SCURRY speed up URANIRY from the skies  DISC E.T. false invasion REVOLUTION the one thing deep state is counting on 
 o ELECTRIC ARSON CRISES the snow prevents the 5G, Extra Low Frequencies etc CRISES 
 o READ E'A DIARIES DATA, meaning the clay tablets of EnKi.  The RAIN removes the polluted environment. 
 o VINCENT DIARIES DATA: the list of charges laid at the deep state.            C+F+ CHARGES 
 o NARROUU  VISION  UNION short sighted elite and their alliances – between cabal/mafia and Anakim. 
 o INVERSIONS  as a noun refers to the weather, is also a pun on draining the swamp reversing the agenda to turn boys into girls 
 o YEARS CONVERSION-UUARLORDS those which had the calendars changed 

file:///C:/Users/PARQUES/Documents/What%20spooked%20the%20USS%20Donald%20Cook%20so%20much%20in%20the%20Black%20Sea%3fhttps:/www.voltairenet.org/article185860.html
file:///C:/Users/PARQUES/Documents/What%20spooked%20the%20USS%20Donald%20Cook%20so%20much%20in%20the%20Black%20Sea%3fhttps:/www.voltairenet.org/article185860.html
http://www.addictinginfo.org/2014/04/12/navy-ends-big-oil/
http://www.addictinginfo.org/
https://www.facebook.com/laurie.king.980/posts/766069080070952?comment_id=28876684&offset=0&total_comments=5&notif_t=share_reply
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 o SERIOUSLY  SUNNY for some reason SIR, Marduk’s faction does not want a good healthy sun – depletes our Vit. D, prevents 
healthy growth of crops and livestock and weakens the biosphere, even more so when chemtrails are added to the mix 

 o ANNIVERSARY the “anniversary” for Marduk /Sir is one thousand of our orbit-years. So, what happened a thousand years ago? 
 o DISC E.T. is a pun. The Earth-made ufo false flag invasion and WHO it is helping that agenda.         Recall Arecibo crop square. 
 o UURINKLED INNOVATOR  ELDER – qualified to ensure the word ELDER is not taken as the date. Recall Sparsholt  cropcircle 

  
YEARS CONVERSION-UUARLORDS                                                             SKINNIER UURINKLED INNOVATOR  ELDER  UUINNERS 

2 75 2 Sur le canon du refpiral eftaige, On the pipe of the stage air-vent: (is the voice of the rare bird heard/frequencies) 
Q ANON GRATEFUL, REAL PLEASURE IS REPULSE  FAULTIER PRIDEFUL ADULTS, PILFERS AGES GUILEFUL; PERSUADE 
GRUFFIER ELITE ANGER AT LARGE FAILURES IN PIG /2019 ERA. FRIDGE IN LEAP, RAT/2020 SURE DULLS  GREAT APE 
o LEAP is a pun since 2020 is a Leap year. LEAP also means Scorpio – which follows on from ADORE/Libra 
o PILFER AGES GUILEFUL. Pilfer is to take,   
o GREAT APE is Ahpee, alkhemye for SIRIUS  a word that is  actually  in the line. 

3 37 3 Muraille antique par canons enfoncee,    Ancient wall driven in by cannons, (or by ‘canons’, those of Demo_rats) 
SALIENT-URANITE- QUANTUM-SENTIENT-OMNIPRESENCE- SAPIENCE- MANIPULATES Q ANON : PECULIAR   
UUISE FERTILE ORMANCERS  « FAREUUELL » IN PATIENCE ;  ALIEN AMATEURS  A.C.E.  (Andromeda, Casseopea, 

 CLEANS OUT, PANICS  TAPEUUORMS/parasites MALEFICENCE  IN  AU NATUREL REAL SNOUU ICE .  Elohim Alliances)
FANATIC  UUOMANISER  ANTI-UUOMEN REPELLENCE  (patriarchal) = INTERNAL PRENATAL  CLOUUNERIES  MENACE 
ERECTS ALIEN  SATANIC  NECROMANIA, MANUFACTURE ANTI-AFRO-AMERICAN NEUUS CONFER.ANCE ALLOUUS 
NEUROTIC MALES UNPRECISE LACERATION MINUS PRECAUTIONS = UUORST IN PRE-NATAL (UNSOCIAL PREFERENCE) 
o SALIENT  the most important URANITE  heavenly; from Urania SENTIENT alive and capable of feeling alive QUANTUM = 

quantity of energy proportional to its frequencies SAPIENCE  thinking wisely  OMNIPRESENCE, felt everywhere in its
‘FERTILITY’  this just sent shivers up and down my spine. This is the full description of the  that even Allah fears

o ORMANCERS = users of time dimensions but not just ‘lookers’ FERTILE means also able to deal with the consequences 
o  AMATEURS     simply means they do not do things expecting to be paid
o PATIENCE IN ʺFAREUUELLʺ = while in the witness protection program 
o NEUUS CONFER.ANCE ALLOUUS  an interesting use of words.  This is saying  ʺmaking it legal using the mediaʺ and when 

you think of the circular ‘logic’ the demo_rats have been applying – with the public having no say – in these  sad and 
horrific abortions at any price... one wonders where the actual inhumanity of this has been sourced. 

o UNSOCIAL PREFERENCE refers to culling the population 
3 72 4 Prins au chemin tout l'or de la rancon.h  Captured on the road all his gold for ransom. 

Q ANON UUICCAN UUORM :  UUORTHIER  CHAMPION THAN THOU  HINDER ‘ELITE’ RICH SPERMATOID SPHINCTERAL OLD 
MEN INCORPORATED NOT DIPLOMATIC :  ARE  ‘UUENCHES, HARLOT UUHORES’ MIND ENTHRALLED  UUAR CRIMINALS 
TAPEUUORM PARASITE SATAN  DUE TO  ATMOSPHERIC ANTENNAE  NET  ʺTUUEET THRILLER ʺ  (COSTLIER UUARMTH) 
HOMELIER UUOMAN MEAD-PARCS PREDICTOR  R.O., ARM,  UUHIPLASH HITLER MALCONTENTS  ‘SCIENTIST  RETARDS’ 
THEIR LUNATIC MORON UNNATURAL CERN HALLUCINATOR MANIPULATORS UNLOAD HOT MAINLAND OMINOUS MANDELA 

3 84 4 Par fer, feu, pefte, canon peuple mourra.   By  sword, fire, plague, cannon people will die. f=s, c=q 

Q ANON UUORM (Sagittarian/JFK JNR) FLEUU POUUERFUL FAR OFF FROM UUATER. PREFERS TAMPER AWFUL PERPS LATER. 
OUR PEOPLE UUEPT FRETFUL, FREE FUEL  PEPPERS  RAT. MAP TAMPERER PEERS  FEARFUL COME NEAR  
OFF FARM UUELFARE AFTER APPLE TREE.  PROP FREES UP A FEUU (POPULAR FAME) NASAL EMPALER RAPTURE REAPERS 

PREPARE FOR FUTURE  ERROR-FREE  FEMALE, FEEL REAP  LEPER-FREE TRUE NATURE.  
NOT EUROPEAN PEPPERCORN EATEN = MRSA FREE UUELFARE, POUUERFUL UUEAPON. 
o   Mar 18 – Apl  14  and  Oct 28 - Nov 24/Scorpio   
o PEPPER CORN TREE as a date would be Hawthorn ("pepper & salt" salads) although no direct month is called PepperCorn (yet there is 

"Mesquite") of May 13 – June 10, is also a Friday. See article  "Brazilian peppertree found to disarm deadly MRSA bacteria"               
https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/brazilian-peppertree-found-to-disarm-deadly-mrsa-bacteria/         
Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) is one of the major superbug threats our medical world is facing today. 

 UUICCAN using the "magic" in both Gematria and in names (such as Fusca/disguise and Vincent /victor)

1 2 La verge en main mife au millieu de BRANCHES, The disc in hand via the see-er connections (conduits). the alternate meaning is 

Lavage ( to wash over, tsunami) made in May amongst all races. This could either be  L.A. named – soldiers all afield – both civil war and 

flood to assail11:42 or the Babylon Trench/Trough just offshore of New York 

LAVAGE IN MAY – flooding in May [Beltane, "EVE OF BEER" ] VIA MANY GALES DEFINE DELIRIUM BECAUSE [atmosphere] MERE only 
HELIUM ... AUDIBLE: listen [breathers] [breathers] the non oxygen breathers are the LyRans, see Testudo in 1 1 1 HELIUM REFEREES NICE MEDIUM 

AIMS  MUCH  NEEDED  SUBLIME/ IS  EERIE  RULE  NAVY AIMS  GALES       (says BOASTS  [weather] CRAFT 1 50 3 in SHARS of NIBIRU) 

In the Yellowstone collection, there was a hint of trying to send water over the site, either from the ocean or heavy 
rains (gales). My own response was "imagine the explosion from that!"  Other lines have said the Adriatic would 
erupt before Yellowstone alleviating the strength of  Yellowstone erupting.  I think this is what quatrain 2 65 2 
means by  "To be done to America via Lombardy: (latitude/contrecoups)" 

 Left: the sinister Orion Gray Arecibo 

August 15 2002 cropcircle that every 

one knows about. 

 Right: the Elder Sparsholt cropcircle 

same day that no one gets to know about. 

Holding two different types of binary 

code one on a disc and one scrolled. 

who do you think COPIED who 

https://www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/science-futures/brazilian-peppertree-found-to-disarm-deadly-mrsa-bacteria/
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2 13 4 Voyant le verbe en fon eternite. 'V'='U', 'f'='S'  Seeing  the word cymatics  in its eternity.  Voice activation = ftom frequencies 

NOTATION: ROTTEN ENVY = EVERY NAÏVE ELITE ELEVEN ONES' FEEBLE VENERATION. NOT  RELEVANT  TO  BENEFIT  
YOUR DNA LINES  REVEAL  BELIEVE  EYE ENTITY  ENTERS NAVY INTENSE  SONY  NOISE TENTATIVELY 
TONES  if you have been a reader since before the Gulf Oil Spill when it was predicted and published 2 months before it happened, you might 
recall Nexus Magazine had an article following the event regarding all submarines from all countries which have submarines were present in the 
Gulf of Mexico. A hacker had accidentallay stumbled across radio conversations regarding the capture of a marine creature which had killed 
sentry sailors using a sonic scream – exploding their heads. This was in April 2010, with the oil spill uncapped and rolling around ocean floors. 

 ENSURE BEATEN SERENITY LOVERS , YET TAUNTS BOATS (Earth) pun on E'As Navy 

2 58 4. Silene luit,petit grand emmene. Moon shining, little great one led off. The moon shines little, great pillage 
 See 1 13 1 appears in NOIRE THE WICKED  Exiles (elite) by hatred of instestine's (nefer/duodenum/Anu) anger  
LARGE INTELLIGENT IMMUNE U.N. ENTITIES  IMPLEMENT  DETAINEE: RESULTING  IN  ENGINEER  UNLIMITED 
TEMPLATES  REPEAT.ING (clones since 1938) ... ELITE IMAGINES PRELUDE to ADMINISTER ENTITLEMENT, 
MEANTIME– ANGRIEST RE UN-IMPLEMENTED DEED; broken promise RESULTED ANU RETAINING [their] ELEMENTS 
[DNA]: IMPINGEMENT  ELITE, DUMP  DESPERATE  ELITE.  
 

6 99 4 Proche du fleuve defcouvrant antiques oruches. Discovering near the river ancient jugs. = BUCEGI, the Giants' Base Amphorae 
FLEUU  OUR  CODES  CHORUSES  CHORE  TECHNIQUES; ATTAIN  QUITE  POUUERFUL  QUATREINS.   

UUE QUINATE FCHEDULE  CODES  UUE  PRECHOSE   Q ANON PEEVED UURATHFUL DECEPTIVE ELITE 

SEDUCE RAUCOUS QUINT/helmeted CORPSE CLONES FEUD UUAR.   The "feuding religions" of 8 10 2 

by Leonardo da Vinci. Included also, in the hidden portraits was EnKi as he is now, and as aPORTRAIT OF ENKI  
, faceless in long white robes with gold braiding forming a large golden called the ʺ ʺ  front in the texts. 

 

 
NOTICE ALL THE SHADOWS FACE AWAY FROM YOU THE VIEWER – AS IF THE LIGHT IS EMANATING FROM YOU? 

MOST IMPORTANT is the detail of the lack of full beard for EnKi. “nearly beardless”:      Rex Bear take note, 
                   See also all the portals. Seven including the window. when you plan your playing card images. 

You will hear many hoaxers or just plain lepers saying they had ‘met Enki and survived’  accusing him of being 
Lucifer or Satan, and describing him with a full beard ‘just like the Sumerian stone glyphs’.  

AND  ENKI HAS A DISTINCT HALO 
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They may well have had a visit from a ‘bearded one’ saying he is  EnKi.  
Who has the most vested interest in pretending to be EnKi?  The same who did so when handing the Ten 
Commandments to Moses – YHWH, editing the detail and taking credit. 
As you may have noticed the d-vil is always in the detail.  https://youtu.be/kdbJA5tkvs8 
The link here is for a video by Rex Bear interviewing Joshua Louis who has perfected Voice Phenomenom rec-
ording.  I take my hat off to Rex Bear for his intelligent questions when they asked to contact lord EnKi, and for the 
answers they received.   
At first, knowing EnKi is now a  I was expecting them to discover great difficulty in making contact.  Of course 
it should have been apparent to me that that is exactly what the RA MATERIAL is all about! Contact and Answers. 
Rex asked ʺare you interested in peaceʺ and the answer was quite clear ʺohhh yeah!ʺ with Joshua correcting the 
‘yeah’ to a ‘yes’. Sounded like Yeah to me You decide for yourself. This was about half way thru the video. 
Yeshua said ‘from their actions  you will know them’ 

Who was it used nuclear to blast through the Hammered Bracelet? Allah-Lu – Lucifer 
Who was it used water to do the same? E’Ya, who was not yet En Ki. 
Who was it wanted to wipe humans, and all life, off the planet. En Lil. Chief Pilot , the Ruach. 
Who was it whispered a ‘dream’ into he who was “perfect in his generations”  how to build an Ark?  EnKi 
The Laboratory Ark, containing the "seeds of all living things". Clay Tablet #10 by Endubsar 
10 67 3 Venus auffi, Cancer, Mars, en Nonnay,   Venus also, Cancer, Mars, in Pleiades, all the places Anakim derive from 
strange that the word Vierge should be replace by Nonnay where some people have stated it should be "Virgo"... (and we have also seen Virgo 

spelt as Virgo in a French manuscript ) has been supplanted by Nonnay, making me think it does not mean Virgo but the Pleiades, and the 

negatives ones at that. "Non" is "nun" in French, and that is a code word for one of the stars in the Pleiades. With "non" added to say 
"from the Pleiades but not of the Pleiades". A good description of the fallen angels. 
USA. REARMS ISIS; CRANIUM SCANNER ISSUES CANCERS. like airport scanners INSURANCES CARCASSES, bodies of 
AMERICAN CUSS MANNERS (omg) NUISANCE ANNOYS  NEON  AYSE, OARS, E’A

fallen angels from  Alcyone and Atlas in the Pleiades
 

SAN FRANCISCANS RUN FROM SINE FURNACES ARSON (d.e.f.) SUNNY OFFENCES SCAM MENU 
(the false climate change causation)  

CARRY OFF IN – (Yule) NON RUSSIAN FARCE, pretend Russians IS CONVERSE, SAFE 
ACORN/stargate SURVEY REASON. (Acorn is also a date of June 10 – July 7 same as Bile) 
MANCUNIAN/Manchesterian SUFFERANCE UNCANNY NERVYNESS – which introduces a recent meme that paired an old 
sci fi movie never aired, the last movie of Natalie Wood  –  I strongly recommend watching the entire documentary below 

My heart cant take much more of this! Frequently I questioned "are the marines involved with the Q ANON activities. Because 
all along, the thinking was that if the MARINES are involved in the thousands of arrests, then EnKi must be involved somehow. 
Then two things just happened. I watched a video titled "Q SAYS 82,324 March 2019 Arrests" in which the Narrator tells us these 
arrests were made by the MARINES. Immediately I opened this pdf article to find my query regarding Marines – and bingo!  
This line above highlighted in navy hit me in the face. PLUS this was all following 3 14 1 below 

  
3 14 1 ROSTAU/Ancient Giza  continued by me just now, from an Allan Webber line  
Par le rameau du vaillant personnage Via the branch of the valiant personage 
ILL MANNERED ANU (VAGUE APPEAL VALIANT) , RUDE AN APEMAN, ERIDANUS RIVER VULGARIAN ROSTAU PANEL 
LEAGUE NEED ADRENAL .  C+F+9 35 4  EVIL  APPALLING GREEN UR E’A.+  GENIAL R.O. VENEREAL/Andromeda Cncl..  
ALLIED ELOIM MEAD READ: MEANS UNRAVELLING UR-E’A  AND GRAND LIVING  ALIVE  ALUMNAE DAHL SAID: 
VULPINE (fox) ENLIL – MADE MANURE MEN ANNUAL  ING, harvest AND LEADEN/Pb /lead means SATURNINE  
(VALIANT /Thor  IS AS NIMROD  PERSON/Moloch)  
so, question remains. Do we take it as a nimrod/advb  or  Nimrod/king? Both. As a gt gt grandson of Noah, says little for 
NOAHIDE LAWS and a civil civilization. 
 

10 66 l'Americh   H.C., CLAIRE, my daughter  MICHEL/Nostradamus MICHAEL/Chani EMAILER: 
RICH; HE, HER, CLAIM CHARM, LIE, HARM= AIM MEAL CRIME. CLEARinvisible M.E. CHAR CARMEL HIRE higher?MILE MIR  

MARCH  (Mar 11 – Mar 20. Sept 13 to Sept 22) – Virgo – May 13 – June 10–  Nov 26 – Dec 22  /Yule   /blue MICE ERA LIME EAR/ ALE  RELIC CAR MERLE
,CepheusARM ,Casseopea  CHAIR  ARCH RIM REACH  CHILE  RAM/Aries, MIRA/Cetus event ELM/Sep 1 - 29   A.C.E. CALMER  CHI REALM

o The BLUE MOUSE Project is the complete connection between the brain and the A.I. "CLOUD"  and loss of humanity 
Londresl'Americh   
CHILL ON DREAMERS  – ice age   ROLLS  in  HOE – Sept 22 to Oct 21 
o HOE is BOÖTES. As a date it is the last ten days in  which is  the period September 12 - 22  into Libra  Virgo
  or it could mean Arcturus    CONSIDER’D ARM AS HELL.  Arm is Cepheus King of kings, the Seraphim in the Black Knights 
from Arcturus.    REMIND: MEALS CHILDREN in CAR  [near Xmas

https://youtu.be/kdbJA5tkvs8
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and  
 

"come to save you" – "not" 

9 35 4 Et marchera contre le Myrmidon/
Mantids    

E.T. traveling against the Myrmidon
 (ant men)

 
from Allan Webber's Template

 
MERE ARCHER (only just a Sagittarian*) MATCH  MODERNITY  NIMROD, RYME  YIELD RELY ON  DIM/hidden 

*Only just a Sagittarian by 5 minutes! 

A.C.E. (IMMORTAL CREED AIM COLDER EARTH) MIRACLE Q ANON TRIM ROMAN CLOTH-EARED ANAL ELITE: 
MODEL TIMELY CREATOR MOTHER TREACHERY, REMOTE TERROR DRY ELECTROMETRY HARMER TEAMED 
TERRACED ANTENNAE HAARP  MADE TORN DNA , ARCHITECT TORMENT IN ORNATE TECHNOCRAT CONTRACT. 
READ ALERT: EMERY SMITH DREAMER, "RED-HOT H.A.M.M.E.R  THERMAL DETECTOR" RETARD OLD METEOR COME 

 DEALT THERMOMETER  ~ NOT MODERATE. CENTRAL CORE ELECTRON ACCORD CERN CANCELED. 
NELL MEAD MIRROR HARMONIC  ON HELMETED IN RIOT. ARCHON MOLOCH,  

(MY LATER INCREMENTAL MENACE ENTRANCED) 
o A.C.E. Andromedan Council, Casseopean, Elohim Alliances 
o ROMAN CLOTH-EARED – this one I cannot picture 
o CREATOR MOTHER TREACHERY treachery to motherhood via abortions to full term, and to the Matriarchal 
o MADE TORN DNA – 5G will be doing this, micro wave cooking  
o ORNATE TECHNOCRAT CONTRACT -  the false "treaties" exchanging technology for men/children 

o EMERY SMITH DREAMER, "RED-HOT H.A.M.M.E.R RETARD OLD METEOR"...see 7 10 1 in What Are The Chances? 7 10 1            
Par le grand Prince limitrophe du Mans  RID: E.S.A. LORDS PLOTTING NUCLEAR  "HAMMER" ASTEROID ERUPTING ETNA            
E.S.A. European Space Agency U.S.-NASA NUCLEAR "HAMMER" the Hypervelocity Asteroid Mitigation Mission  Emergency Response 

o MIRROR HARMONIC  ONTO  HELMETED by facing a mirror, the private military of the elite see themselves as they are 
o MOLOCH, god of purification by fire and baby cannibal  ADRENOCHROME YNIM  the method cattle mutilators use – cutting 

using a form of laser at the molecular level – without any pain relief ; which is how they get  the adrenochrome, via agony    
o CONTRARY to HARMONY the opposite of Harmony would be Chaos 
o ENTRANCED – using majick on the MIND-ALTERED which words are in this line as well.   
o  MANLY = Orion 
 

endnote  MESSENGERS OF “CREATOR ENKI” 

ʺThe titbits we have about the Muroc Airfield meeting do not expressly state that the Nordic Aliens were Anunnaki probably 

because this was obvious.
  See the pdf forum 29 NORDICS

 
But it is clear they were Anunnaki and were emissaries of Enki.* 

See the pdf THE 29  NORDICS,   C+F+ENVOY
 

There are several pointers in this direction.  
First, they looked exactly like the Sumerians describe the Anunnaki in thousands of cuneiform clay tablets. In any case, the 
Anunnaki belong to an extraterrestrial race classified as Nordics – towering, albino-white, blue-eyed, blonde-or white-haired in the 
main (some Anunnaki are red-haired and green-eyed.)  

This is how Da Vinci painted EnKi
 

Second, the Nordics arrived rather fast, almost out of nowhere. 
Their meeting was not scheduled: it was abrupt. What this clearly demonstrates is that they came not from deep in outer 

space, like the Grays did, but from within the Solar System.  
We know that the Anunnaki are present on the Moon, Mars, Jupiter’s moon Ganymede, and Saturn’s moon Titan.  
They could have scrambled from one of these locations at Enki’s electromagnetically relayed signal and with their superluminal 

spacecraft would have been on Earth in no time.   They actually come from under Antarctica and are the Aryan of Hitler. 

The Nordics were certainly messengers of Enki because they came in peace and were pro-mankind.     
 

* ʺand were emissaries of Enki.” Did anyone even ask? Even so, they would have received a lie for an answer. 

It is obvious to readers of these works that they were most certainly NOT emisseries of EnKi. How easily we are deceived!  
Why would EnKI go to an airfield base in the same area that Valiant Thor was already targeting with his sweet words??  
Even though Valiant Thor arrived 3 years later – these peoples DO have cronor visors! 

When the Anunnaki were directly ruling earth 4000 years ago, they were in two factions. One faction was led by Enlil, the Bib le’s 
Jehovah/Yahweh, and his clan, and the other was led by Enki and his clan. Enlil treated mankind as serfs or slaves and even 
wanted us to disappear from the face of the Earth. On the other hand, Enki, who created us, tried his best to elevate us to his 
equals and to do things that served mankind’s best interests. Needless to say, the Anunnaki team that met with Ike must have 

come from Enki.  Area 51 and President Eisenhower: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZk_Sa3AO2E 
Testimony Of Dying CIA Official 2013, About UFO’s And The Extraterrestrial reality 

On another topic altogether – where grubberment insists certain archaeology finds are a hoax so they can take 
over and introduce fracking :–  
If you think I am overly protective of the Bambara Hieroglyphs at Kariong N.S.W., it is because there is proof 
they are real. Proving their veracity has far reaching consequences.  
The very same consequences of realizing that Orion’s Belt is NOT the design of Giza. Bennu Bird is.          

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZk_Sa3AO2E
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All these details show there WAS an Earth flip after the Great Flood caused by Nemesis in Leo Rising. The texts say 
in Gemini – ca 5,400 BC, so imagine then, where was Antarctica before 5,400BC? You will hear “historians” speak 
of many Earth events as “around 7,000 yrs ago”. With our REAL year being I343 right now, we can deduct a few 
centuries from that 7.000 years.  
For instance: dating of Crater Lake (a volcanic Caldera), the tremendous rains in Peru – now the driest place on 
Earth, and so on. Not a coincidence that ca 7,000 years/orbits equals two passages of the Nemesis system – which 
is what the diagonal pheon cross means. Additionally, making Antarctica ice-free NOT “millions of years ago”. 

 

 

 
Feathered Serpent, Vertical duodenum (Nefer) matches diagonal cross Sigil 

 
 
 

 
Drawing your attention to the lower yellow box, a glyph that looks like a boomerang gone wrong.   This symbol in Egyptian 

means “stranger” or as we would call it, “alien”. This appears in one of the Vignettes  (pg 60 of the manuscript)  
along with a pheon 

cross (Pheonicians?) and the white hedjet crown of upper (southern) Egypt.   Thus dating it prior to the junction of both the 
Lower Egypt red deshret (northern) and the white crowns. Ever wondered why the terms “upper” (current south) and “lower” 
(current northern) applied? The excuse from historians being: ʺlowerʺ was the Delta, and ʺupperʺ was the mountain region. 

The large blue square surrounds a frequency wave – a very broad band. When “experts” say that the huge statue of the two 
giant  pharaohs in CHINA is a “theme park hoax”. Just direct them to the “small print”.     Especially the 5

th
 dynasty refueller. 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zjg-

l3DnzjY   Left: 
Southern hemisphere. At Bambara aka 

KARIONG coastal New South Wales 

Early 5th dynasty cartouches. 

Ekectric light pole (see next page) 

Apis the Bee aka Musca the Fly and 

Vespa the Wasp – now part of Aries. 

Goose Returning, see the black sun? 

Goose is now known as Cygnus, the 

northern cross. The Goose Returning 

has landed here.  Mazzaroth-Mizraim  

by Miss Frances Rolleston.  

 The 5th dynasty stele named “The Hunting Scene” in the British museum. You can see the 

aerial refueller doing its job. This refueller contained gas according to Edgar Cayce, and 

was made from elephant skin. In a red square on the right the same appears, in China. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zjg-l3DnzjY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zjg-l3DnzjY
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here is a clear image caught before the obfuscation of the Chick by Hawass 

 

 
The Chick represents the heavenly “gods” sitting on an upside down Casseopea 

also known as the Graal, the Cup in alkhemye. Now – why would the Cup be upside down? 
There are two reasons that come to mind. First that the cup/graal is empty – meaning a techno society. 

Second that the planet is upside down. This is backed up by the “Goose Returning” which 
we know as Cygnus, currently in the north. Returning from where? The other hemisphere. 

OK – here Nostradamus ties in both dates, themes, and 
who is involved. 

The “stranger danger” boomerang sigil. Means ʺE.T.ʺ in this 
case, those “more from the lithosphere”, underground. 
The pheon (equal sided) cross of the biblical Anakim and the 
white hedjet crown of “upper” Egypt. The word ʺupperʺ (the 
mountains) cannot be right, because pharaonic  Egypt began 
in Memphis/Cairo. The word Cairo means Mars. Cairo would 
be “lower” Egypt if we follow the “experts”.       The question 
really is, why did the Docteur exclude the deshret red crown, 
when most “experts” say the red crown was the earlier? We 
have seen a red crowned pharaoh in Guatamala suggesting 
they too, had great travel experiences.  
Under “what, who and when” the top line of images: is a reference to ormus and the Lily of a stargate. Followed by a Vulture 
which is what LyRa was once called. In the times of Nostradamus, LyRa was also the Testudine-tortoise.  Holding the branch 
of the Olive tree – three branches. I wonder if this relates to the “third peoples from antechrist” inclusive? Behind Vulture is  
Columbine the Dove – looks like she is having trouble finding food. 

Is there anyone out there who can read the words written as they are on the door lintel - and dating to around 2,550 BC.  

Emphasising ‘around’.  The early 5
th

 dynasty of Snefru/Marduk. Say these hidden texts. Historians have him as early 4
th

. 

I did watch short video which purported to be quoting a translation – one which did not ring true to me. Will try to find it 
 

Here is why I throw my own spanner into “the workings”. 
These texts have stated that Marduk was Snefru – father of the builder of the Giza causeways.  Late 4th dynasty 
early 5th dynasty depending on which expert you are studyiung. 
Marduk was supposed to have ushered in the “Age of Aries”, being ca 1440 years in length. Pisces follows Aries 
(precessionally) therefore  
IF we call Pisces the Age of the Fish that represents the papal Jesus – then common-sense says Marduk reigned 
from around 1440 BC. 
BUT 
IF we are really in I343@2019 – at which point we can see the Nemesis solar system literally on our horizon -  then 
the previous passing over of Nemesis must have been around 2300BC...  
(and THAT is if Sitchin was telling the truth about its lengthy orbit) 

 Considering that the 

Exodus happened during 

the Nemesis Passover of 

the theoretical date of 

2317 BC (give or take a 

century or so,  because 

3660 years is the mean- 

average  orbit for the 

Nemesis system) then 

the Thera-Santorini 

event was much earlier 

than “experts” have 

said. It was Thera that 

sent Hyksos (Hebrew?) 

herds into Egypt. 

 Is there anyone out there 

who can read the words 

written as they are and 

dating to around 2,550 

BC. Emphasising ‘around’.  

The early 5
th

 dynasty of 

Snefru/Marduk.  

Say these hidden texts. 

A thought just came to 

me. IF we are really in 

I343 A.D. that would make 

the previous passing over 

of the Nemesis system at 

around  2,317 BC. 
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IF  Marduk was Snefru – late 4th dynasty-early 5th – then either the Causeways were constructed sometime in the 
cusp of the 1440s BC - which would be nearly nine hundred years after the previous Passing over of the Nemesis 
system in the 2300s – this is important because of the Earth changes involved, such as Lake Moeris drying up, and 
the Nile moving away from Giza. The very reason for building the causeways by a son of Snefru: 
OR 
These texts are wrong.  YET:  
there IS the matter of CONCURRENT ruling pharaohs which no one wants to take on. Instead of lining pharaohs up 
one after the other – thus lengthening the age periods – have them aligned ruling in some cases – at or during the 
same time periods. This would telescope the length of dynasties measurably. 
HOWEVER – 
As the Docteur states: the only method of obtaining true dates is by using the fixed stars.  
So, I guess, that would exclude Nemesis, since although it is a star, it is not fixed. 

 
Compare these features with those of EnKi in the previous Last Supper  illustration 
 

4 32 4b)  Asip mis fort arriere. Iuppiter   
PRIORITIES  FIREARM  PARTIES IS PREMATURE TO PREPARE PRIORITIES.   ARE 

IS UPSTAIRS IMPAIR  REPERTOIRE SUIT FIRM FOR PRIORITIES TO  RE-APPEAR.  IS  IMPROPRIETIES  PAIRS  TREASURES 
– IMPROPER RAPTURES IN AIR.  (these texts will stop for a while during Yellowstone period due to no electricity) 
(the word ''treasures'' means stargates, and yes, in 7 73  line one speaks of the elite misusing them – to their own cost) 
 

appeared in ANCIENT ECUADOR-EGYPT Aug. 10 2014 

Fire will take hold in two places at night – two volcanoes… 
2 35 2 Plufieurs dedans eftoufes & roftis.           
UUISER EDDA (Elo'im)  SEEDS  EDESSAN  ADDER –  S|DAN  I 
STOREZ  ITS  A.D  SPLIT FOETUS                         (hybrid) 
ADDS:  DAN  I  DEADLINESS  U.S               (Yellowstone) 

PUSIL  (greys)  SENDS   EURUS (an Autumn/Fall wind) 
IEUUS  USURIES  RESIDES  PETROLS … SEEN,  REISSUED  

fracking 

Several within suffocated & roasted (the elite) 
ADDER Feb 18 – Mar 17    S  Willow tree  April 15 – May 12   
EUROS (or Eurus) was the god of the South East Wind, one of 
the four directional Anemoi (Wind-Gods). Associated with the 
season of autumn and dwelt near the palace of the sun-
god Helios in the far east. Wiki 
I  being Halloween is in Autumn and is in DAN {Scorpio]   
EURUS   Saying a south easterly wind  prevails.
''I'' can also mean Egypt. or ''stuck in one place'' 

EDESSAN- Armenia where the ''ERUPTIVE SERBIAN BASIN IS ALIVE''.     
Also from where the ''Armenique'' victor is born see 4 95 

So ''EURUS'' in the east could be applied here as well.   

There was a small eruption at Yellowstone in Adder/March 2014 

PAIRS: 

http://www.theoi.com/greek-mythology/sky-gods.html
http://www.theoi.com/Titan/Anemoi.html
http://www.theoi.com/Titan/Helios.html
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 7 21 2. Dissimulee chassera le tyran: 
 TYREL (Ventura) READY; REALISED  SEAS ENTHUSIASM  
 CHAIR (Cass/ Elo'im) MEASURES CARE LESS IDYLL (elite. a pun)  
 {care less] CASUALLY RAISED SMITHEREENS [Yellowstone] 
 INASMUCH  RA  SLIDES  ASH     EASTERLY

 DEALS  HUMAN CRISIS, IS  ANIMALS  CRUSHED,  
 ESSENTIAL  DASHED  CRIMINALS  USES… 
 7 21 3. Au pont de Sorgues se fera la traffique 

7 21 4. De mettre a mort luy et son adherent. 

7 21. By the pestilential enmity of Languedoc,  
(France-the GMO agenda of those from Leo) 

the tyrant dissimulated will be driven out.        
(dissimulated - pun on shape shifter) 

The deal will be made by bridge  at  Sorgues/Vatican      
(original Vatican has a portal: see vasacle bridge & ramp 8 30) 
to put to death both him and his follower. 
…     AIM SUCH EASTERLY ASH AT ISLANDERS INCLUDES 
SMASH AIR, LUSH ACID, SLID  U.S. SHADES CRIMINAL 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 9 3 Accompaigne de la claffe Libycque,  Accompanied by the African fleet 

BECAME COLD PLACE, Iƒ  DEFACING MA (October) EQUALLY/Libra  (to Yellowstone - as stated).   

Once again saying that the two events will happen simultaneously – the volcano and the oceans being ''lifted'' over it. 

PACIFIC CAPE, (which one?)  BECAME FABLE – [asteroid] EQUALLY  GLANCED OFF (equal to the Mediterranean see 7 23 3)  
EQUAL CALM CAPABLE GOD ENCYCLOPAEDIC MAGIC EFFICIENCY.      EQUIP (cause) CYCLIC AGE (orbit) OFF BALANCE. 
CUTIE Q ANO' FACE OFF, FELL  CADS IN PIG/2019 CALL PEACE ON GEM IN FACE/Scorpio 

o CYCLIC AGES = the seasons, climates 
1 70 2 La foy trop grande trahira le monarque,   

E’YAH  
LAY NELL  OPERATING  (Yellowstone texts)  HOARD  FOOD 
PARAQUAT poison   DEFORMƒ  DNA QUOTA  such as Roundup,     EQ ADAPT MUTATE, MARGINAL HORROR 
ALERT NOTE: OUTER IS SUNNIER, URANITE UNIONS INTERFERE SINE ENTIRE  CHESTNUT TREE DATE   
o there are two CHESTNUT Tree Dates May 15 – May 24.  Nov 12 – 21. NONES of Ma would be Oct 9/10 
o MA is Libra in October – if it was the NONES of Libra, it would be September 27-30 
Q ANON CAMPAIGN, SEALED LITERATURE, PIG  YEAR  ENVELOPES TO FOOLHARDY  TERRORFUL  ELITE 
ARROGANT NEGRO GARROTED, AGED GREEDIER HARLOT HILLARY ORATOR PREMATURELY IN PURGATORY  

11 #42 Till Frenchmen rescuing shall once more prevail (French courts/ Monsanto 
BY  HEAVENS' WITNESSES – the Watchers (Eloim etc, not the Keepers)  PLANETS  ONE  TO  FIVE  WILL  CHANGE 

1 17 4 Et grands deluges quand fera aperceu. Par And great flooding when in (weightlessness)     [Latin. as fish food 

 GREET SLUDGE.  

UUARNS DARKNESS PARADES D.E.UU.GREAT DNA DANGERS. NEUU CARDS    (Q Anon) 

1 17 4 LARGE ANU ~ DREAD.FUL GRUDGE AGES; REQUEST APPEARANCE… FUND LARGE SPACE GUARD …  
DREADFUL QUARTERS UP ENDANGER just as Alex Collier described in an earlier video 

 

XC. Nouembre. i563 = 2021 
Par mort mort mordre, conseil, vol. pestifere, 
On n'osera Marins assaillir: 
Deucalion vn dernier trouble faire. 
Peu de gens ieunes: demy morts tressaillir: 

 
Via death death to bite, counsel, robbery. pestiferousness,SPIRIT COOKING 

They will not dare to attack the Marines:              those helping Trump 
Deucal-ion one final trouble to make, 
Few young people: half-dead to give a start. 

 

125 i566 Iuillet. 2024 
Par pestilente & feu fruits d'arbres periront, 
Signe d'huile abonder. Pere Denys non gueres: 
Des grands mourir, mais peu estrangers sailliront, 
Insult, marin Barbare, & dangers de frontieres. 

 
Via pestilence and fire [5G] fruits of trees will perish, 
Signs of oil to abound. Father Denis not scarce: 
Some great ones to die, but few foreigners will sally forth in attack, 
Offense, Bankster marines, and dangers at the frontiers. 

Bankster marines = those made to appear they are the real ones 
i562 1 89 4 Quand Hefpagnols ouurira toute veine.  When western Hispanic  opening all ways of going/avenues. (no walls) 

UUORTHIER RARE POSITIVE Q ANON  FOULED UP THE VENGEFUL POUUER-FULL DEEP-STATE ELITE NEGATIVES  
REUUARDING RIGHTFUL REVOLT  SEDITION RETALIATION  DATES SUUINE  IEAR/19  SATAN  SAVIOUR  SOLDIERS 

o other words: ADORE/Libra ADULTERATOR  ADVERTISING AGED  ALIEN ALERT ALTERNATIVES  ANGEL ARRESTING  ARROGANT  ARTIFICIAL 
AUF WIEDERSEHEN  AUTHORISATION DARING DARLING  DAUGHTERS-IN-LAW  DEATHFUL  DEGENERATE DESERVING DESPERATE DEVASTATION 
DEVIL-WORSHIP  DEVOURING  DINOSAUR  EARTH  DRAGON  ENSLAVED  DROPOUTS  ERRONEOUS EGO-TRIP ERUPTION    EVERLASTING FATHER 
IN HEAVEN  FATALITIES  FOULEST FEVER  FRIENDSHIP  FROSTIER  GENIUS  GIFTED  GODLIEST  HALO  GREENEST GRANDFATHER  GUILTIEST HALF 
HARLOT HATRED   HEALING  HEARTSORE HEAVIEST  HERPETOLOGIST  HESITANT  HETEROGENEOUS  HIDEOUS  IDIOTS INEPTITUDE  INFURIATE  

INTRUDERS INSPIRED RATIONAL INTERPRETER  VALIDATES  INTRIGUE INVESTIGATED  LIVING DEATH  LEGEND  LARGE LEPSARIA 
OUTRAGEOUS PIRATES ODIOUS ATEN-OVERLOADING ETNA  NOUU IN RAT IEAR  PIVOTAL TO PLENTEOUS LAND PLUNDERING 

 
PUTIN RATTLES PRURIENT RAVENOUS RAPTUROUS PLANS (REALISATION REASON IS REPTILIAN REGISTERATION REPEATING)  

7 21 1. Par pestilente inimitié Volsicque, By the pestilential enmity of Languedoc, 
IMPLICATE PERCEPTIVE Q ANON  VIRTUE SUPPLIES PERPETUITIES  UTILITIES (free energy) MULTIPLE CITIES 
CURSE REPTILES ELITE LIE  ILLICIT V.I.P. COPIESTS  ERUPTIVE  PULPIEST VOLCANO ON VICTIMISERS  SLEEPIEST. 
IT IS PURE EVIL  ILLUMINATI  TRIES,  PUT ERECTION TESTS PUPILS!  NOT RESPECT RECEIVES POSITIVE I.Q.S  AS 
RECEPTIVE  ESOTERIC  SOVIET  “ENVIES”,  SENSITIVE TO PROTECTIVE POET; EQUIPTprovides CREEPIEST VISIONS 

Q ANON RECEPTIVE  "PULP ELITE" "VIPS"  ERUPTIVE  ON  'PRIMITIVE'  VICTIMS 
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i557 publication  Quad ( four, square) Hefpaignolz ouurira toute vaine.  to no avail   
SUUEETIE  Q ANON IN PIG DATE 19 : AUGURS RAZOR HAZARD VIP PARZIVAL (Parvechal) ZOURAK (Eridanus) LIZARDS 
(AVID AUDIO THUGS) 

o In the book The Last Prophet: I Am Darius by R Giroux, he names the head honcho as Parvechal. Giroux being unaware 
1 89 2    Metans a mort tous ceux de Loyre & Seine:  
LAY: [collator] INTRODUCE EXTERNAL EASY-TO-USE MEMOS  
                 started doing that recently via FaceBook and now in the forums 
1 89  3 Secours marin viendra pres d'haulte velle 
CLOSURE  ESHDAR HADES ROSARIUM /stargate ARMOURS  PHAEDRUS (Aesop)  
MU  RACE  LOST  Antarctica 
URSA MINOR MAIN SOURCE DEATH  LEVEL  
PERSIAN INVADER SPREAD VIRAL MOLECULES  VIRUS IN MARINES 
Those of Lerida will be in the Moselle, 
killing all those from the Loire and Seine. 
The seaside track will come near the high valley   Seaside (marine) relief will come near the high valley 
 

2 67 1 Le blonde au nez forche viendra commette 
2 67 2 Par le duelle & chaffera dehors:  
LEO HELD PARKS ADHERE/remain  FEARFUL   
HALF SPHERE LEO – DREADFUL RACE 
2 67 3 Les exilez dedans fera reinettre 

2 67 4 Aux lieux marins commettant les plus fots. c ij 

2 67 in ELITE COLLECTION 
The fork nosed comet will come to the blond one (our sun) 
The blond one will come to compromise the fork-nosed one 
By duelling will chase it out: 
The exiles within it will have restored 
Committing the strongest to the marines. 

 

4 74 3 Germains beaucoup, encor plus Souiffes,  Many Germans many more Swiss, 
 OSSIUS (Antioch) IESUS SOULS PROCONSULS (Elohim) SLOUUS COUP: U.S. MARINES ISSUES ABUSE  ISIS  BASE (this was published in 2009 – 

long before I.S.I.S)    ISSUE GERMS; AIM GERM-ANISE (chemtrails, or aim at Germany)  
AIM MARIE asteroid POUNCE SUB-OCEAN /Antarctica ? ONCE (after) .   
Noting that Jesus is ʺqualified ʺ as the one from Antioch, indicating there is another. 
 

4 95 4 Victor puis nay en Armonique terre    Victor then born on Armenian soil 
RETICENT VIPEROUS  AMON-RA (Marduk) SECURE PERVERTS  INIQUITY POTENCY  ON SUNNIER  ERUPTIVE  SITE,   
The Mediterranean, and Giza (see other lines elsewhere –  ‘‘cremation Manticore’’ which is the Sphinx, and Abydos 
TIES  E.T.  ST.,  SETI/Abydos  ENQUIRY ... the 5th dynasty door lintel which belongs to Sneferu/Marduk & Kariong glyphs 
EMINENT CRANKIER  PROVOKER (Obama?) INSINUATE IN RECTUM, UNCERTAIN of MAVERICK  MARINES  MUTINIES. 
SCRUTINISE  PENRE  SCRUTINY  :  QUERY  RECEPTIVE  INTRUSION /Marduk: saying he is "a changed man" 
 (the South African Mandela funeral lines, the reason is to be questioned)  
and read Wes Penre, the Papers, not the WingMakers or his Illuminati site. 

 

Recall recently  

4 72 4  

OSIRIC MARS SCIRON/thief IRIS  SEMINARIST SANITISED AS PIMP SAINTS 
The N.I.V. has removed and altered many passages,  amongst over 4,000 word alterations: 

pairs 

4 95 4 
VIPEROUS  AMON-RA (Marduk) SECURE, PERVERTS 

TIES  E.T.  NET (Reticuli) 'ST'.,  SETI/Abydos  ENQUIRY . 
The Abydos enquiry is the high technology seen on the 5th dynasty door lintel plastered over            
by the 19th dynasty Seti I. The same greys that we have now (same helicopters) 

 
As always – it harks back to we will know them by their actions: 

Nostradamus was abducted by those from Cassiopeia, which includes the Elo'im [Alliances].    
These are not  the Anakim, which is now at least five separate factions we are warned about (say these texts).  
Yet currently  En.ki aka  E.Yah-ra  is an Elo'im... 
Here is my quandary.  
Twelve Centuries  in which the majority of the hidden information (60%) relates to these Other World people.    
Twelve being a reptilian based number, the problem for me became ''is the entire body of works dis-information''?    
Am I being used to spread false words? 
The only place one can find comfort is within these HIDDEN texts.  They have stated that En.ki is now a Ra .  
Things and People do change, albeit we have been told En.ki/E.Yah is the ''Loving Lord'' when once upon a time he 
was Poseiden the rapist...   
Does this mean En.ki has defected away from his family group?   
Yes. His family do not understand the properties of Love. 
We have also been told that much information is delivered to us via colour.   
We have lost this ability, but it is obvious En.ki is  green,  not red. 
 
ENDUBSAR WROTE 
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Endubsar wrote on behalf of Ea/E.Yah En.ki: 
“And in the end there will be a New Earth and a New Heaven, and  for prophets there will be no more need''. 

Why would there be a need for prophecy in the first place? 
The so-called prophecies in REVELATION often appear to me as a doctrine of screaming "let  it be  fulfilled" – 
despite changing time lines. John seems to me to be a "prophet" of disinformation, beginning with the word 
"antichrist".  It was John after all – who turned the crucified version of Jesus into a martyr in John 3:16 
"For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son..." 
Yet there have been at least sixteen previous versions of this tale throughout history. Were there sixteen, or 
seventeen, "only  begotten sons"? 
Do you know why I ask these questions? 
Because  3 37 3 tells us WHO the One and Only G_D is! And there is simply NO ONE who can interpret IT. 
All the other "would-be-gods" such as Allah etc, are not even gods  in G_d's world! They are, like all other living 
creatures; a product of the Quantum Sapiency over which they have no control at all. 

What is prophecy actually for? 
Answer: 
It is for a warning,  Guidance to be prepared 
Who would want to warn us to be prepared? 
Enlil? Marduk? Ninurta? Allah-Lu? 
Or E’Ya – EnKi? He who 'Fathered' the 22nd version called homo sapiens sapiens. 
Who PROVIDED these prophecies? Along with Chani the Younger Elder. 
Who WARNED Noah? 
Wes Penre would have us believe  EnKi is Lucifer. EnKi is lord of the Earth. Lucifer is from Venus! If 
anyone at all should be Lucifer it would be EnLil/Valiant Thor. It is not, it is the secretive predator 
known as Ala-Lu/Allah, the Living Dead, former father in law of EnKi. Raising the question of which of 
EnKi's wives was he the father of? The wife that produced a viable baby boy?   
Is it THIS that Allah-Lu lays claim to – being the patriarchal  grandfather of the Adamu?  
Is it THIS which is causing all the troubles, jealousy? Not receiving the credit? 
Why would Lucifer want to provide us with prophecies and warn us of negative effects for humanity? 
The answer: Lucifer doesn’t want to warn us. Neither does EnLil, nor Marduk. 
We see babies being tortured and sacrificed alive by those who would represent Lucifer which some 
call a Satan and seems to relate to Moloch. 
They are after cheating old age, indulging in unnatural sexuality,  and fulfilling ego-trips. 
Was this not the reason for the Great Floods in the first place? 

The same which EnKi warned Noah about... 
There is a Post Scriptum here: 

So far as seeking on any of the search engines for the truth about the family problems of the Anu 
including the possibility of Marduk NOT being really fathered by EnKi – which search will be in vain. 
There was a good reason for Da Vinci to have hidden portraits of  the Anu family in the Last Supper.  
Da Vinci did not do that to prove nothing.  
He did it because this painting was the Main Stream Media of his time! It was left for us here and now 
to first discover them. And second – for us to draw conclusions from what we see. 
So far I have seen no other person concentrating on the genetic features of this family. 
What it is that I see, primarily first and foremost – that Marduk looks very little like  EnKi, and a lot like 
EnLIL!  Also, that Allah-Lu has very similar features to Ninurta.  All of whome have been described in 
these hidden texts, such as the red beard of Ninurta and the mole on the cheek of Judas. 
In this same manner of providing information – received by the Observer – did NostraDamus appear 
standing behind my rocking arm chair: dressed in fifthe or sixthe century clothing!  Since nothing else 
transpired from that visit, other than appearing in full color  unlike the previous visit – I can only 
presume he did not go to all the trouble to arrive via time gate with no message at all! 
It was absolutely a case of "look at me".  "What do you see?" 
The task of Collating the works of Allan Webber entailed being Observant. This task also included 
studying the Original Published Quatrains and other manuscripts which would be a total waste of time 
if one is not going to Notice Things.   Such as "Virgo" (Dragon en Virgo) written in the English language.  
Or "de xv. ans , puis a-" = from [20]15, then after... in Adriatique~AnteChrist~Charles 030716 

Example of What NostraDamus was wearing on his second visit appears in the pdf forum , page 32 of 
"10 72 KING of FEAR Does NOT Say In The Year 1999 Seventh Month... " (Feb. 2018). 
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 Speaking of "Grand Diligence..."
Each one of the lines on this frontispiece requires 'work' 
I will start with the line which contains the blue enclosure, in 
case space or time defeats me.  
Have you ever seen his name written like this before?  
Me neither. Be assured there is a good reason. 
Normally his name means "Our Gift" but here it is 'our Lady' 

abƒoule Maiƒtre Michel de noƒtre Dame. 
(may God absolve) our Lady of Master Michel 

TOUCHIER  BAFFLEMENT  DEMORALISES  NELL MEAD: 
BLAME CARE-FREE ELITE HOODLUMISM SINE BATTLE 
NO REMORSE ETNA ADRIATIC BELT BEAN/pulse FEAT 
MADE ABLE FATTEN MEN IS FORM OF LATER HOMICIDE 
Q ANON, UINCE FUSCA, MARINE SOULS ;  TABLE  SOME 
MALEFICENT -   CHEMTRAILS THEIR AIR UNMERCIFUL: 
MAFIOSO MEDDLE AIM EARTH MACABRE DEFILEMENT  
FELON BECAME SO ILL INFORMED TREE DEFOLIATION. 
ESTEEMED AMIABLE A.C.E. CUBE, FATHER IN HEAUEN  
MIRACLES BECOMES NATURAL FEMINISM UNENCUMBERED  
TROUBLED ISLAM COMMIE BEHEADER EMULATOR DEMONS  
CERN OFF-CENTRE SAAM TEAM METES REMOTE ORBIT 
CLUB-FEET HAMMER ILL-OMEN'D COMETS-METEORS 
BOAT MOUES HALF A MILE AN HOUR IN LIBRA-NOBLE –  
IS BECALMED UIA FORMIDABLE ELDER MEMO THEORUM 
LEO ARCH-FOE OFFENCES DOMINEER  DATES: MARCH 
RAT/2020 TO MEET  ICED ALE BEER  May 13 –June 10 CAT/2023 
BRITISH AMERICA UNFEMALE UATICAN DO FOUL NEEDLES 
TAMED ELEMENT HA/DU ONE ONE FIUE anti gravity ELEMENT 
DELETE DEMENTED CALENDAR MENU MAIMS CHILDREN 
OBTUSE TABOO NORMA MISER FARMS. MISUSE TREATIES  
obtuse Norma = those from obs.Carpenter, the FreeMasons 
SUBMIT TO TIRESOME AMBUSH SUMMER STREET BUM TRADE 
other words = bullet head, dismember,  deadlier homicides intimate 
seducement cruelties   artificial smelliest animals molest mindless. 
eradicates memorable. maladies obscured 

 
 
 
 
 
 

pour vingt ans, continuant d'An en An, iuf  
-ques  en l'á mil cinq ces quatre vingtz trois, 
 

Par lesquelles font predites choses merucilleuses, 
(merveilleux 

& de grad cofideration, felon le Seigneur, 
(cofederation 

& dominateur de l'Annee. Extraictes 
 

de divers aucteurs, trouvee en la Biblioteque 

de nostre defunct dernier decedé, (que Dieu 

absovle Maistre Michel de nostre Dame. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

for twenty years, continuing from year made one, up to 
these five eighty-three the first made millenium, 
(his "millenium" being "†500", I583, Gothic Calendar 
From which marvellous predicted things done, 
 

and from great co-integration, according to the Lord, 
hybridization 
and domineering from the Year/s. Extracted 
(I582 calendar which had 10 days deleted, or the 324 yrs 
from various authors, found in the Bibliography see pdf 
of our late dead deceased (may God 
absolve) our Lady of Master Michel. 
("nostre" in lower case so saying not Nostradame 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

these five eighty-three the first made millenium, 
 

His "millenium" being "under 1000, even though the publishers used the "M" it should have been the Roman 
symbol   CIↃ   for "under 1000" i.e. "ƚ.500", ("500" sometimes appeared as a "D" like  "IↃ" but the number "1" 
made it 1,583, Gothic Calendar.      So, here we are being told WHEN the  "ƚ"  for Ieousus was changed to a #1. 
The date the calculations were made was in October ƚ582, and it was the December that lost the 10 days, not 
the October – therefore I583 is correct, since it (the Gregorian Calendar) was not known before I583! 

Both defunt and décedé mean “deceased” or “died”. Like saying “died, dead”. The official date for his death was July 2nd I566. Yet 
there is a quatrain which said “you saw me die” and another which speaks of  “Birthday for day of death” – when he did die was 
by the hands of certain grays which overloaded the moonship engines – explaining at the time that “souls are an indulgence for 
human beings”.  See the pdf forum ONE SENT TO DIE, UNIQUE OF ALL DEATHS. Noting the word “sent”, which he was full aware 
of the night before the morning when he was found dead standing up. 

That was Sept 19th  2011, when I did witness a planetoid explosion in the sky around 8 35 pm. 
 

"MADE ABLE 
FATTEN" = GMO 
LIBRA-NOBLE 

October in Libra 
agenda  TREE 
DEFOLIATION is 
another pdf 
forum not yet 
published, the 
Who and the 
Why which no 
one has yet 
"been 
INFORMED" 

To the thanks 
giving 
(supplicatio) of 
many numbers 

(plusieurs) 
having the 
will to very 
great 
diligence 
reviewing 
(inspecting) 
and putting 
light on it. 
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   Appeared in GIANTSPIDERS

 
Il ragno credendo trovar requie nella buca della hiave 

= OVERLOOKED CALENDAR ALERT = DECEIVED 
CHILDREN LOOKING AT GOAT-LIKE; 

 LACERATION - DEVOURER.  
THE FOLLOWING GRAYLIT LINES ARE BEING TRANSFERRED TO THE NEXT FORUM DUE TO TIME CONSTRAINT 

5 73 1  
GILLES'Orion the Hunter CETUS (The Whale) GULLIES REEDUCATES DREAD CERES RED SEA (ERASED) 
SECURE RECEPTUS SEER.PERSECUTE.EDDA.LIES "LEADERS" .GUIDE      

4 63 2  
PALESTRINA CETUS PERTAINS SPIRANT ROUTINES ALAS Pictures LASAL SAIL PLANE  
ALLAN .PRINTS QUESTIONERS .PSALTERIAN COUNTERS .PEZT .QUERIES      

5 9 4  
SUPER SACERDOTAL. PART PROPELS .A. STAR POLAR STARS  PART~ROTATE  U'ACCUSTOMED CETUS 
[ Mira in Cetus becomes new pole star]  MORTA PAROS                                                            

5 85 3   
MASSING SUCTION UNCOILS MAP SIGNS CETUS COUNTLESS SECT MISCONSTRUAL ASSUMING ASSIGN 
PRIAM N ISUS COUNTIES CONSUL COURTLINESS ASSUMING SECT  SEAS COUTING 

10 99 4  
ALIGN C: VIGIL CETUS AILING PTISANS SCOUT SAINTS ANGELIC CAVILING MISPLANTS 
EVANGELISTIC.XMAS.UNSPLIT GENETICAL.MISPLANTS      

10 100 4  
RENNES.CAPSTONE.IS.NOT. 
UN SAINTLINESS = SULLEN. SAINTS. 
POSE  TRANS OCTANES CORPOSANT PATRONESS CONSENTS ARTROSCOPE   
arthroscope – keyhole surgery – in this instance it was into the brain (March 20 2017)  
to repair ganglion, blind eye and deaf ear     
pairs 

1 100 4 Mourra toƒt grand, & ƒinera la guerre.   Much wounding/death and sine war 
ANGULATE  MIRROR GRADUATED AT "GUARD" = GUARD IOUR NATURAL REAR GANGLION MOTOR NEURONE NERUES 

7 35 4  
EXCUSE PARCS, AGEING GANGLIA [in the brain]. EXODUS SECURES CURE NODES 

6 4 3  
SUM AGEING GANGLIATE NUMERATORS TRANSMUTE.SLIME.OR EVIL.ILLS.AGAIN.GET.OUT GIGANTE 
GALILEAN GALINGALE RESUMMON SURNAME TANTRUMS VILLAINAGE VILLEINAGE  

10 60 3  
PETRAEUS NEEDLES GANGLIATE LEGATING UNASSESSED ARREST RENNES LESSENED Endless.   USES 
Plague AGENTS ENTERS Air    

 

 
do you recall the advice from these texts regarding the Gold Veins of Mother Earth being real Veins? 

Both of these videos will open your mind just that much more: 
22:09 Sinkholes are Swallowing us Alive... 
recall that warning we have about Mt Pelee eruption being the last sign for Middle Amerika 
that this eruption will set off the LA sinkhole which will basically swallow the MidWest allowing the Great Lakes to 
flow straight to the Gulf of Mexico... just as Edgar Cayce also told us.  
ALSO RECALL these texts describing the veins of gold being actual living veins! 
Maybe the current man-made flooding of the MidWest that has drowned the future cattle market is a good thing – 
in that the people who would have been forced to leave have done so already 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FoBG_TlH1g&feature=em-uploademail 
 

How Tall were Giants Really 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AL2Hk4duas 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FoBG_TlH1g&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0AL2Hk4duas
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https://www.disclose.tv/this-timelapse-video-from-antarctica-puts-the-flat-earth-argument-to-an-end-329453  
 

interview with william = gerry wills 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sL1KVmCZ_Jo   
 

 

 
You have already seen the image above – one of 28 videos on the 
day that caught these three orbs at the Twin Towers Deceit. One orb 
has Nostradamus, one has Da Vinci and the third contains St Germain. 
Refering to one or more of the lines with the word FLEUU in them. 
 
The image on the left is one of my books, that a dear friend had seen 
here many years ago. He fell into dispute on fb and asked me to post 
the image to prove to someone that not only had Nostradamus 
prophecied the towers being felled, but building 7 as well.  
 
This book was published 1985 

 

                                           building 7 two towers 
 

 
CHARGES 
1 68 2 
VINCENT DIARIES DATA:  
the list of charges laid at the deep state.       
 
Noting the charges include the Earth killing 
Fukushima earthquake 
and 
The Twin Towers event 
 
both of these caused by sonic weapons from 
the skies 
 
do you doubt they also caused the horrendous 
wild fires – which ignored forests? 

 And will set off the Babylon Trough at New York?

 
 

 
In one of  the Steve Huff E.V.P. videos, he asks a question of his trusted entity regarding the veracity of 
the Bible:  
The answer came "An illusion". 
Revelation 'prophecies' were set up to be followed and produced  by the current hybred elite! 

https://www.disclose.tv/this-timelapse-video-from-antarctica-puts-the-flat-earth-argument-to-an-end-329453
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sL1KVmCZ_Jo
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It appears the Earth MIGHT have company! – 
 "Never seen anything like it!" 
MRMBB333 

Excepting we  have  seen this before! 
Recall Bill Ryan caught a shot like this in 2009? 
The pdf forum Medical Vaccinations & Chemtrails 
one of the very first forums in its separate forum  
of footnotes published the image below. If you did 
read that forum you will recall it is those from 
Sirius which have this AQTI/hidden scheme  9 11 3 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrSCAHA-
Uag&feature=em-uploademail 

6 99 1 L'ennemy docte ƒe tourner a confus,  The learned enemy will be turned confused, Allan Webber's Template            ('C' = 'Q' = 'K') 

REASON TO COUNTER SULFONE FUELS SET FLOUNCES NON SURFACE ROUTE.  SEE MY CODES, RUNES. 
excepting when I went to the original publication the word "tourner" or even "trouuera" was not, it is "rourner a" 

the closest meaning I could find was from "rourier a" – meaning by deviousness 
making " The learned enemy will be turned confused" into "The learned will confuse the enemy by deviousness".       Think Q ANON. 

ERRONEOUS MODERN FANCY= UNREMORSEFUL AFTER NOONS. NO DECENCY = RECENTLY RUMORED FRAUDULENT  CONTRAIL 
OFFENCE = NOSY ALTAIREN MURDERERS ENFORCEMENT . ANNOUNCE  MEANT MANY FANCY TOO SUNNY  = FOUL UNFORSEEN 
SORCERY ENCOUNTERED. CURLY CLOUDS=NOCUOUS ADORE. CERN TYRANOSAURUS ORMANCER FORM FORCES OFF-CENTRE 
CONCURRENTLY NEUU YORK OFF COAST'L TRENCh MONSTER ENDORSEMENT.  NEUU CROUUN DEMONS SCORN Q ANON LAUU 
ENFORCEMENT SENTENCE TERMS. ANNOYED CONCERNED E'YA, FENDS LEMONS MENACE  UUONDERMENT  FRONT  RAT YEAR  
o NOCUOUS can mean two things, night time or the opposite of "innocuous" ADORE Libra in October RAT YEAR  = 2020 
o FRONT UUONDERMENT  could mean the Babylon Trench/Trough tsunami off New York or an incoming space front 
o LEMONS MENACE = those negative Anu family hidden at every lemon on the Last Supper Table 

 
UFOs and 14th Century Black Death 

© 2008 by Linda Moulton Howe 
“People were reporting ‘comets.’ But they were clearly not 
comets from the descriptions. 
People were reporting bright flying objects and said: 
the aerial objects were spraying gas, 

which they called ‘mists’ that caused the Black Death.” - William 
Bramley, Atty., The Gods of Eden 

The classic sign of the 14th Century bubonic plague was the 
appearance of buboes shown in illustration, which are swollen 
lymph nodes in the groin, the neck and armpits that oozed pus 
and bled. Most victims died within four to seven days after 
infection. 

Illustration of the Black Death from the Toggenburg Bible in I311. 
NOTING: the clothing is fourth/fifth century concurrent with 
late [ice age] Roman era  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrSCAHA-Uag&feature=em-uploademail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GrSCAHA-Uag&feature=em-uploademail
http://www.projectcamelot.org/circular_chemtrail_aircraft_lg.jpg
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Helen Mead-Parks   hiddentext@live.com.au 

 

™ HIDDEN TEXTS OF NOSTRADAMUS
 

hiddentextsofNostradamus.com    

 

copyright2019 

   
ONE OF THE GROWING NUMBER OF PHOTOS 

 
CAUGHT BY THE COLLATOR 

 
SOME WITH NO CRAFT AT ALL IN FRONT 

 
OF THE CHEMICAL TRAIL 

 
THIS ONE IS A BOTCHED HOLOGRAM 

mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au

